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ABSTRACT
A study into the use of reflecting tiles to determine spectrophotometric
errors and the corresponding correction values was accomplished. A
method was developed to calculate the wavelength scale accuracy (out to a
wavelength error of 5nm) using the inflection points of reflecting
tiles'
spectrophotometric curves. Using simulated error data, wavelength accu
racy was determinable at seven distinct wavelengths over the range of 440
nm to 705 nm within an accuracy of 0.2 nm.
Three methods, the Matrix, Selection, and Non-Linear, were devel
oped to increase the accuracy of spectrophotometric data. Each method
determined and corrected spectrophotometric data differently. The Matrix
method was based upon the use of multiple linear regression equations;
the Selection method determined and used averages of the different errors;
and the Non-Linear method identified and corrected errors based on using
non-linear equations.
The Selection method was found to be the most effective in correcting
simulated spectrophotometric data. The Matrix method was also effective,
IV
however the determination of a specific error was not as accurate as the
other two methods. The Selection method was the simplest to use, but it
did not identify the existence of non-linear errors. The Non-Linear
method was labor intensive and required very accurate data input, but with
proper usage it showed exactly how a spectrophotometer was performing
at each measured wavelength.
With average AE*ab errors from simulated data of 8.40 (using II-
luminant D-65,
2
Observer, wavelength interval of 10 nm, and wave
length range from 400 to 700 nm), the Matrix, Selection, and Non-Linear
methods corrected to average AE'ab's of 0.06, 0.01, and 0.48, respec
tively.
A limited determination of the effectiveness of each method on actual
data was performed. This was accomplished by measuring a set of tiles
(from 400nm to 700nm at 10 nm increments) once on two separate instru
ments. The instruments were the Pacific Scientific Spectrogard and the
Applied Color Systems Spectro-Sensor n. The wavelength accuracy of
each instrument was measured using the method described in this thesis
and then each method was used to identify and correct for the
spectrophotometric errors. The Pacific Scientific had an average AE*ab
error of 0.81 and the Matrix, Selection, and Non-Linear methods cor
rected to average AE*ab errors of 0.31, 0.36, and 0.37, respectively. The
ACS had an average AE*ab error of 0.43 and the Matrix and Selection
each corrected to average AE*ab errors of 0.23 and 0.39. The Non-Linear
method failed for the ACS in that a worse average AE*ab error of 0.79
was determined.
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INTRODUCTION
A spectrophotometer is an instrument used to measure the amount of light,
wavelength by wavelength, that leaves an object, either by reflection or transmis
sion.1
This measured light is usually represented as a curve in which the percent
age reflected or transmitted is plotted as a function of wavelength. The relation
ship of this curve to the curves of known hues gives an indication of the perceived
color of the
object.2
All spectrophotometers have three principle components: a source, a
monochromator, and a
detector.3
The source is a radiation emitting device, such
as the white light from a tungsten filament light bulb in visible spectrophotometry.
The monochromator is a device that provides a means of isolating monochromatic
light from the source. Using a prism, a diffraction grating, or an interference
wedge, the light from the source is spectrally separated. With the prism or diffrac
tion grating, the resultant spectrum is then scanned by a slit in the device which
allows only a small portion of the spectrum to illuminate the sample. With the
interference wedge, the wavelength of light illuminating the sample varies as a
continuous function of the physical location of the incident energy across the sur
face of the wedge. The resultant reflected or transmitted light is then measured by
a suitable photoelectric
detector,36
such as a photodiode or a photomultiplier tube.
This is then recorded, as a function of wavelength, as a percentage with respect to
a perfect reflecting or transmitting object.
According to Billmeyer and
Hemmendinger,4
the historical development of
the spectrophotometer can be broken down into four generations.
Spectrophotometers in the time period prior to 1936 were classified as the first
generation of instruments. Measurements during this time were made on visual
instruments.5,11
Use of the eye was the first method of color measurement, "but
because of its design characteristics of adaptation, individuality of spectral re
sponse, and lack of color memory, it is a poor instrument for analytical specifica
tion of
color."33
Because of these limitations, another method of color measure
ment and specification was sought. This led, in 1936, to the second generation of
color measurement instruments.
The second generation (1936-1949) of color measurement instruments began
with the development of the first automatic recording spectrophotometer by
Hardy.
,7
This was the beginning of color measurement and specification by
instrumental means and not by visual color comparisons (with all their inherent
errors) as the standard prior to 1936.
The third generation of instrumentation was identified as running from
1949_1976. These spectrophotometers were faster, more accurate, and easier to
use.
8,12-14,35
With the union of the computer and the spectrophotometer in the late 1960's
and early 1970's, 1976 was identified as the beginning of the fourth generation of
instruments. This transition period and description of fourth generation instru
ments is best summarized by Billmeyer and
Hemmendinger:4
"The third generation period ended with the marketing, in the early
1970's, of instruments interfaced to captive general-purpose
mini
computers. The capability of producing 'action
answers'
in the form of
a variety of color coordinates
and color differences without delay was
now at hand. This facility also allowed storage of photometric correc
tion factors at each wavelength, as determined by calibration, and their
application to subsequent measurements, improving the
instruments'
precision and accuracy significantly.
Beginning in 1976 an entirely new generation of color-measuring in
struments became available, featuring not only advances in conven
tional optics and electronics, but also some unconventional ap
proaches.9'10
They have in common a number of greatly improved
characteristics, including speed (a few seconds per measurement),
high reproducibility (as will be illustrated) , computing power (by virtue
of being interfaced to minicomputers or equipped with microproces
sors), and the availability of peripherals such as printers, plotters,
cathode-ray-tube displays and paper or magnetic tape or disk acces
sories. These instruments range from essentially conventional
inte-
grating-sphere spectrophotometers using grating monochromators
and photomultiplier detectors, to those having such novel features as
the use of interference wedges as monochromators, silicon-
photodiode detectors, logarithmic photometric scales, bi-directional
geometry, single-beam operation, and the combination of a pulsed-
xenon flashtube source and parallel sensing by means of photodiode
detector array.
"
These fourth generation instruments have improved the accuracy and precision of
spectrophotometers, but they have not solved all the spectrophotometric and meas
urement problems. There are still problems that need to be solved.
Errors
There are three types of error possible in any
measurement.15
The first is
systematic error, which results from some part of the measuring process being out
of calibration. This error can usually be determined through the use of a diagnos
tic standard. Once the amount of error is found, the measured data can be ad
justed accordingly.
Xc = Xm + AX ( 1 )
where: Xc = the corrected measured value
Xm = the original measured value
AX = amount of needed correction.
The second type of error is purely random error. This has also been de
scribed as statistical
error.54
This is the error associated with the inherent vari
ability in any measurement
process. Pure random error is easily reduced through

















The mean, range, and standard deviation can each help to analyze the measure
ment process, but care must be used when applying and interpreting these results.
The final type of error is actually a combination of both systematic and ran
dom errors. These errors are the most difficult to address. They can be present as
a certain systematic error for an unpredictable amount of time and then change to
another systematic error for another unpredictable period. These types of errors
are most predominate in the more complex spectrophotometric instruments.
Clarke16
has classified some of the most important types of error found in
spectrophotometers in terms of their systematic or random nature. These errors
























































With the new computer-interfaced fourth generation spectrophotometers,
some of these errors are deleted (if a hardcopy spectrophotometric curve is not
required), i.e., pen servo lag, pen carriage alignment, chart drive, chart irregular
ity, pen zero, and reading errors. A new one to add to the list is tristimulus
calculation error.
Any one, or any combination of these errors may be present in each instru
ment. The amount of error present will differ in each instrument, but each error
needs to be investigated, minimized and/or eliminated, and an adjustment made to
achieve an accurate measurement. Most of these errors are discussed fully in the
literature,
17_24'37'46'47'49-55
but a review of some of them is in order.
Pineo20
made one of the first studies of error in the then-new G.E. recording
spectrophotometer in 1940. He investigated how stray light can affect the preci
sion of the spectrophotometer and made some suggestions to cut down this type of
error.
Clarke21
has identified two types of stray light error: heterochromatic and
homochromatic. He identified heterochromatic stray light as arising from three
main causes: general small angle and wide angle scatter from dust, blemishes,
and pollution of optical surfaces; stray reflection, especially where lenses or prisms
are used; and unwanted orders of diffraction in grating instruments.
Homochromatic stray light is all stray radiation except the heterochromatic stray
light from the monochromator or any leakage of ambient light through chinks in
the casing. It can come from specular or diffuse reflections, or from diffuse com
ponents of transmitted light in the case of transmitting elements of the system.
Normally, it consists of light which has departed from its desired optical path and
then somehow re-enters the system and is included with the required light being
measured.




or through the use of a set of transmit-
tance standards.
Wavelength error can be checked by using a didymium or holmiun oxide glass
filter;23,63
any of various gas discharge lamps, such as a low pressure mercury
discharge
lamp;24,63
or the crossover method as described by Van den Ak-
ker.28,29
The Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (CIE) has defined that the cor
rect spectral tristimulus functions are calculated with a
wavelength interval (AX) of
1 nm over the entire spectral response of the object and illuminant
(from 360 to
830 nm). (See Appendix A for a discussion on the
specification on color.) Due to
physical and cost constraints on some spectrophotometers,
this cannot always be
accomplished. The required bandpass for a wavelength interval of 1
nm cannot
always be achieved and not all spectrophotometers can use the entire spectral out
put of the illuminant. These constraints can have an adverse effect on tristimulus
accuracy
calculations.37,49,53,55
The American Society for Testing and Materials




In order to have a permanent base from which to make appearance attribute
measurements and judgments, the capability of an instrument, with respect to
some given standard, needs to be investigated. This determines the precision and
accuracy of an instrument.
A distinction must be made between the terms accuracy and precision. They
are not interchangeable. Accuracy refers to how exact an instrument is in repro
ducing some standard value. Precision is how well an instrument repeats the same
results. An instrument can have high precision, but it can also have low accuracy,
in that its results are not representative of the standard
"true"
value.
Universality is the primary reason for standardization; the importance of ef
fectively describing the
"color"
of an object improves color communication world
wide. To achieve this universality, spectrophotometers are calibrated through the
use of material
standards.26
These material standards are expensive and the
calibration process can be labor intensive.
One problem with the use of standards is that the standards used in different
countries, organizations, and laboratories are not the
same.34
This can lead to
errors in the "universality of
measurement"




have recognized this problem and
Billmeyer has proposed a National Standardization program for
spectrophotometry .
There have been many studies which have shown that different color measur
ing instruments, whether or not the same type, will not give the same colorimetric
values.57-59,62 Grum60
stated that a method is needed to relate all of the values
of different instruments together so that the compared values will have a meaning
ful correlation.
Robertson27,37,67
has begun some work toward the comparison of instru
ments through the use of a set of diagnostic standards. From the results of the
diagnostic standards, he hopes to analyze the errors of measurement and express
each one as a simple mathematical equation. To perform this task, he has devised
two methods, a matrix method and a selection method.
The objective of this thesis was to investigate, through computer modeling,
how accurately spectrophotometric errors could be identified and corrected using
only reflectance standards. This was accomplished by investigating three methods
of spectophotometric error identification. Two methods were developed by Dr.
Robertson and the third is a method developed during the course of this thesis.
In the Simulation Data and Methods Development discussion, Section 1 deals
with the development of software and data required to support the investigation of
these three methods. Section 2 is concerned with the determination of wavelength
scale accuracy of a spectrophotometer based
on the inflection point of a reflection
curve. Starting in Section 3, a discussion of Dr.
Robertsons'
Matrix Method is
presented followed by analysis and improvements on this method. Section 4 dis
cusses the Selection Method of Dr. Robertson and Section 5 details the
newly-de-
veloped Non-Linear Method. The Non-Linear Method is based on the fitting of
data to polynomial equations for wavelength and reflectance accuracy. Finally,
Section 6 shows the comparison of the three methods with known errors.
In the Actual Data section, the results and a discussion from the use of actual
reflectance data is presented. Two instruments were used with single runs from
each.
10
SIMULATION DATA AND METHODS DEVELOPMENT
SECTION 1. Support Software/Data Development.
Both the Non-Linear and Matrix methods required the inversion and multipli
cation of matrices. To accomplish this, two subroutines were developed, the first
multiplied a 3x3 by a 3x1 matrix or a 4x4 by a 4x1 matrix and the second inverted
either a 3x3 or a 4x4 matrix. Appendices B and C are copies of the matrix
multiplication subroutine and the matrix inversion subroutine, respectively.
1 nm Data Development
The reflectance standards used were a 12 tile set of British Ceramic Research
Association Series II
(BCRA)32
reflecting tiles, a U.S. National Bureau of Stan
dards Standard Reference Material 2019-32 white ceramic tile, an Yoneda Glass
Bead Company Ever-Black ceramic tile, and a light trap for the input optics
homochromatic stray light determination. Two of the BCRA tiles, the difference
green and the difference gray tiles, were not used in this investigation. The 10 nm
reflectance factor data, from 380 to 740 nm, for each tile is provided in Appendix
D. The light trap was assumed to have a reflectance factor of 0.00% across the
entire spectrum. Since most industrial oriented spectrophotometers report percent
reflectance factor rather than reflectance factor, this thesis and all calculations
were based on units of percent reflectance factor. For the remainder of this thesis,
reflectance factor will be referred to as reflectance.
The reflectance data for the BCRA tiles was provided through an intercom-
parison program with the Eastman Kodak Company. The Kodak instrument was a
Zeiss DMC-26 spectrophotometer and, for this study, was assumed to be error
free and was referred to as the reference instrument. In actuality, this instrument
11
had an average systematic error of 0.099% in transmittance (representative of both
photometric linearity and photometric zero error) and an average systematic error
in wavelength of 0.25 nm. The constant bandwidth was 9.1 nm. The random error
of this instrument was unknown. Again, in this thesis, the instrument was assumed




In order to analyze the three spectrophotometric error correction methods and
the wavelength determination method, it was necessary to determine the reflec
tance data at each integer nanometer for each BCRA tile and the SRM 2019 White
tile. This was accomplished by using a cubic regression equation of the form:
y = a + bx +
cx2+dx3 (5)
where: y = Reflectance Value (%)
x = Integer Wavelength (nm).
The regression coefficients a,b,c, and d were calculated by solving the follow










Ix2 Zx3 Zx4 Zx5
A
Z x2y c
Zx3 Zx4 Zx5 Zx6 Z x3y d
(6)
where: n = number of data points, (n
;> 4).
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Equation 6 was solved for every four (n=4) consecutive 10 nm reflectance
values (e.g., x = 400, 410, 420, 430) and the regression coefficients were deter
mined. Equation 5 was then solved at 1 nm increments over the interval contain
ing the two middle wavelength values (e.g., 410 < x < 420).
This was accomplished for each reflection tile over the wavelength range of
380 to 740 nm. The values were calculated to the nearest 0.01% and stored in a
data file (Appendix E). Appendix F contains a copy of the program REGRESS
which determined the 1 nm data. The program REGRESS read the 10 nm stan
dard reflectance tile data from a data file. If the need arose to change a tile's
standard data, it was necessary only to edit the 10 nm data and then to run RE
GRESS. Program STANEDT (Appendix G) was used to edit the 10 nm data.
To successfully run the program REGRESS, the estimated reflectance values
at 370 nm and 750 nm were required as inputs. Table 1 contains the calculated
values for each tile. These values were determined by solving Equations 5 and 6
for the values from 380 to 410 nm and 710 to 740 nm and then calculating the
respective reflectance value at 370 nm or 750 nm.




x = 370 nm x = 750 nm
Pale Gray 1 53.19 62.49
Deep Gray 2 8.35 18.66
Pink 3 17.17 55.85
Red 4 6.85 74.18
Orange 5 8.68 82.54
Yellow 6 5.64 82.30
Green 7 8.56 20.41
Cyan 8 15.23 16.40
Blue 9 10.24 50.15
White 10 59.67 85.99**
Black 11 4.12 4.01**
Mid Gray 12 20.22 26.04
Light Trap 13 0.0 0.0
*
This number will be used throughout this report to
specify a particular tile.
* *
Actual Value.
When the calculated reflectance values at the 10 nm increments were com
pared to the standard 10 nm data, all values matched except for the Orange tile at
wavelengths of 530, 550, and 570 nm. At 530 nm the calculated value was +0.01%
high, at 550 nm the calculated value was -0.01% low, and at 570 nm the calculated
value was +0.01% high. The 1 nm standard data was edited to correct for these
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SECTION 2. Wavelength Determination.
To determine a standard wavelength (i.e. a wavelength that is unique to each
tile and is measurable and repeatable) using reflectance tiles, the use of the inflec
tion point from a spectrophotometric curve was investigated. The inflection point
was chosen since it is the most independent of an instrument's
bandpass.31'68
The goal was to develop a method which would determine the inflection point to an
accuracy of 0.1 nm using the reflectance values at 10 nm increments. Figure 2 is a







FIGURE 2. Example of a Reflectance Curve.
Points 1 to 11 indicate the reflectance values at 10 nm increments.
Point
"A"
represents the inflection point. <
Three techniques for determining this relationship were investigated. The
final configuration was a composite of the first two
less-successful procedures.
These two methods are described to facilitate understanding
of the final technique.
16
The inflection point of a curve can be determined by two simple methods; (1)
determining the maximum absolute value of the first first derivative, and (2) by
setting the second derivative of the equation describing that curve to zero and
solving the equation. The first attempt at determining the inflection point used the
second method. Using Equation 5, an equation for the entire curve was calculated
and the resulting equation was solved for the inflection point. The inflection point,
x, was calculated as follows:
y = a + bx + cx2+
dx3
dy/dx = b + 2 ex +
3dx2
d2y/dx2




2c + 6dx = 0
x = -c/3d ( 7 )
This method was tested using different wavelength combinations to define the
curve (i.e., Points 1 to 11, 2 to 10, 3 to 9, 4 to 7, etc.). The method did not give
the same inflection point using different wavelength combinations and the shifting
of the reflectance values by 5 nm at a given point spread did not give the re
quired results. In conclusion, the first method was deemed a failure and another
technique was developed and tested.
The second method attempted was to determine the regression coefficients, as
in program REGRESS, and to calculate the reflectance values at every 0.1 nm.
The absolute maximum derivative (Equation 8) was then calculated and that point




R(X.ui ) - RQu-i )
X i+i - X. i-i
(8)
Since the term X. i+i - A. m is constant, the derivative was modified
to determine only the absolute value of the difference of the reflectances.
The BCRA tiles curves were not steep enough to give significant changes in dR/dX.
There was an area of the
tiles'
spectrophotometric curves that was straight and that
part contained the inflection point. Therefore, due to such small changes in reflec
tances at a 0.1 nm increment, this method did not work and the next technique was
developed.
The final method tried was somewhat of a combination of the first two. This
method first found the absolute maximum derivative of the 10 nm input data (as
Point 6 on Figure 2 represents). Second, the regression coefficients between adja
cent points (4 to 5, 5 to 6, 6 to 7, 7 to 8) were calculated and stored. Third, the
reflectance values at 1 nm increments were calculated from points 4 to 8 and again
the absolute maximum derivative was determined. Finally, the regression coeffi
cients that gave the maximum 1 nm increment derivative were recalled from stor
age and the second derivative of these coefficients (Equation 7) was used to deter
mine the inflection point. This was accomplished using program INFLECT (Ap
pendix H).
Each possible inflection point tile was then run through a range of + 1 to 5
nm reflectance error. As an example, to accomplish a +1 nm error the reflectance
value at 401 nm was entered as the reflectance value at 400 nm. This constant
error was applied to the entire input wavelength range. Table 2 shows the
inflec-
18
tion points for the ten standard tile curves investigated. Table 3 depicts the rela
tionship between the Ideal error and the Calculated error. The Calculated error
was determined by:
Cal. Error = Standard Inflection Pt. - Calculated Inflection Pt. ( 9 )
The data in Table 3 indicates that there was a monotonic relationship between
the wavelength error shift and the inflection point of a curve. The greater the
wavelength error, the greater the inflection point shifted. However, this relation
ship was not on a 1:1 basis.
To remedy this problem, the cubic regression determination equations were
applied to the data in Table 3. For each tile, the x values were the calculated
wavelength shift and their corresponding y values were the ideal wavelength shift.
Using the resultant regression coefficients, the wavelength error correction was
determined to be normally within + 0.2 nm of the ideal wavelength error. The
corrected calculated wavelength error, regression coefficients, and the coefficients
of determination are presented in Table 4. Figure 3 presents plots of the differ
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From an analysis of the Table 4 data, it was decided not to use three of the
curves. The Pink, Low Green, and Very High Green curves were eliminated be
cause of low coefficients of determinations which resulted in an unacceptable fit of
the data. Additionally, the Pink curve was not used due to the calculation of the
same inflection point at an ideal error of +2 and +3 nm.
One area that could have been a problem was the possibility of having a
curvi-linear reflection scale error. This could affect wavelength accuracy, espe
cially for the Yellow, Orange, or Red tiles which extend over a large portion of the
photometric scale (see Figure 1). To investigate this error, the linearity of the
photometric scale for these three tiles was checked and corrected. This was ac
complished by solving a quadratic equation of the form:
y = a + bx +
cx:
(10)
The regression coefficients a, b, and c were calculated by solving the follow








X Z xy = b
Zx2 Zx3 Zx4 Z rfy c
where: n = number of data points (n = 4).
To correct any photometric curvi-linearity error;
the Black, Deep Gray, Mid
Gray, and Pale Gray tiles were used. The
reflectance of each of the tiles, at a
specified wavelength, was recorded
and entered into the program LINER (Appen-
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dix I). LINER then subtracted the actual reflectance from the standard reflectance,
and entered the difference as the y value in Equation 11. The x value was the
standard reflectance.
Once the regression coefficients a, b, and c were determined, they were used
by INFLECT to calculate a new actual reflectance value at each wavelength for
that curve.
FM,\) = Rt(M + a + b Rt(\) + c (Rt(,\))2 ( 12 )
where: Rm(X.) = Actual Reflectance (New Value)
Rt(X.) = Actual Reflectance (Old Value).
The specified wavelengths, percentages, and ranges for the Black and Gray
tiles are shown in Table 5.
TABLE 5. Linearity Checking Constants.
Yellow Tile Orange Tile Red Tile







Black 4.07 0.00,-0.01 4.04 0.01,-0.00 4.03 0.00,-0.01
Deep Gray 8.58 0.02,-0.01 8.81 0.04,-0.05 8.45 0.04,-0.00
Mid Gray 26.99 0.01,-0.01 26.75 0.07.-0.08 26.71 0.05,-0.05
Pale Gray 62.91 0.01,-0.01 62.59 0.09,-0.10 62.50 0.05,-0.05
Range is the standard reflectance deviation over a
wavelength shift of + 5 nm.
The results of using the linearity correction routine is shown in Table 6. This
data was only for a 1 to a
+ 5 nm error.
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TABLE 6. Linearity Correction Results.
-5 -4 -3 2 _
TILE X. Shift Change* X. Shift Change* X. Shift Change* X Shift Change* X Shift
Change*
Yellow -4.97 -0.01 -4.10 -0.02 -3.01 -0.01 -1.96 -0.00 -0.99 0.0
Orange -4.86 -0.01 -4.21 -0.01 -3.15 -0.01 -1.95 -0.01 -0.82 -0.00

















Yellow 0-99 JUL 1-98 IULL JLJXL -Q.QO 4.00 JUL J)2_ I2JLL
Orange 1.02 JULL 1.90 JULL 2.87 JU22. 3.92 JU)2. 5-17 JULL
_Bed_
1.02 -0.01 1.96 -0.01 2.93 -0.01 3.94 -0.02 5.03 -0.01
*
Change is:
X. Shift with Linearity Error
- X Shift without Linearity Error (Table 4).
With the exception of the Orange tile at +5 nm, the amount of change using
the linear correction is less than or equal to 0.02 nm. All values are well within
the required accuracy of 0.1 nm.
The next investigation involved determining the amount of error induced from
a non-linear reflectance scale error. This was accomplished using 5% and 10%
linearity errors. Equation 13 demonstrates the
calculation of these new reflectance
errors.
Rnt(X) = Rt(\) + E Rt(X)
where: E = + 0.10 for 10% error
= 0.05 for 5% error.
(13)
These results are included in Table 7. This
was investigated without using a
wavelength shift.
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Blue -0.06 0.05 0.16
,
-0.09
Yellow -0.01 -0.01 -0.03 -0.03 0.01 0.01 -0.01 -0.01
3. L. Cyai 0.04 -0.03
iv*yttyHM>Vi>yinVM
0.06 -0.06
Green 0.01 -0.04 -0.11 0.10
5. Orange 0.01 0.01 -0.01 -0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.01
Red -0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 -0.00
wvwmm
0.00 0.00
7.H. Cyan -0.12 0.09 0.23 -0.25
X 1-6 -0.02 -0.02 -0.04 -0.03 -0.20 -0.20 -0.05 0.05
X 1-7 -0.14 -0.14 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.03 -0.31 0.30
*
Values reported are the amount of change from the values
determined with NO linearity error ( Table 4 ).
Comparing the Yellow, Orange, and Red curves with and without linearity
correction showed very little difference. The greatest difference was a 0.005 nm
shift, therefore correcting for spectrophotometric linearity does not make a signifi
cant difference in inflection point determination.
The amount of error induced by spectrophotometric scale non-linearity was
not significant for most curves. The High Cyan, Blue, and Green curves were the
only curves that exhibited an
induced error of greater than 0.1 nm. Therefore,
if a spectrophotometer has a reflectance scale non-linearity of 5% or 10% the
greatest a wavelength calibration should be in error is approximately 0.3 nm.
Another error investigated was the effect that a constant reflectance scale
error would have on the inflection point. Each tile was tested at plus and minus
1.00% and 5.00% of their standard reflectance
values. The results demonstrated
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that this method of inflection point determination was not dependent upon the
absolute reflectance values. In other words, it was possible to input a curve's
reflectance values and determine the inflection point, then input the same curve,
but with a constant reflectance error, and get the same inflection point.
In order to determine whether the precision of the reflectance scale would
make a difference in inflection point determination, the reflectance values were
rounded to the nearest tenth and nearest integer of a percentage. These results
demonstrated that the precision of a spectrophotometer is very important. When
rounded to the nearest 0.1%, the inflection points ranged from approximately 0.7
to -0.4 nm in error and when rounded to the nearest integer, the values ranged
from approximately 0.5 to -33 nm in error (Table 8).
TABLE 8. Reflectance Scale Precision Investigation.
*















Green -0.44 ^81^^11 -2.14 ||l^^|;:|;?:>'::y:
Orange -0.21 -0.17 0.39 0.46
Red -0.06 -0.05 -0.58 -0.48
H. Cyan 0.72 -4.54
Values reported are:
Calculated Inflection Pt. - Standard Inflection Pt.
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Conclusion
Based upon this investigation with simulated data, it was concluded that the
use of the inflection points of reflectance
tiles'
curves can determine a
spectrophotometer's wavelength accuracy within certain limits. This can be ac
complished to within 0.06 nm for any constant induced wavelength shift of up to
5 nm when an average of all six or seven identified
tiles'
curves are used (Table
9) and with only one identified curve used, the accuracy is held within 0.2 nm.
Also, it is not required that data be corrected for reflectance scale linearity nor is it
important to check for overall reflectance scale calibration. It is necessary to
measure the reflectance to an accuracy of at least 0.01% to determine an accu
rate inflection point.
TABLE 9. Wavelength Error Statistics at an Ideal Error.
*
Tiles* *
Used Statistics -5 -4
Ideal Error
-3 -2 -1
Range -5.058,-4.850 -4.201,-3.838 -3.133,-2.892 -2.220,-1.918 -1.114,-0.818
1-6) a 0.07 0.13 0.10 0.13 0.10
Mean -4.94 -4.06 -3.01 -2.04 -0.96
Range Same Same -3.148, Same Same Same
1-7) a 0.07 0.14 0.10 0.13 0.09
Mean -4.96 -4.04 -3.03 -2.02 -0.96
Tiles* *





Ranqe -0.081,0.147 0.858,1.025 1.888.2.085 2.855.3.244 3.843,4.002 4.949,5.135
1-6) O 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.13 0.06 0.06
Mean 0.07 0.99 1.99 3.01 3.94 5.02
Ranqe Same Same Same Same Same,4. 135 4. 933,Same
1-7) a 0.10 0.07 0.07 0.12 0.09 ,0.07
Mean 0.05 0.98 2.00 3.00 3.96 5.01
*
Only for wavelength shift, no linearity error.
**
1-6) = Blue + Yellow + Low Cyan + Green + Orange + Red
1-7) = 1-6) + High Cyan
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It must also be pointed out that the simulated data used in this experiment did
not take into account random errors. The photometric values simulated were as
sumed to be absolute, no randomness. To derive inflection points to 0.01 precision
with only 10 nm data is unrealistic. In practice, if this method were to be imple
mented, data from multiple runs off a spectrophotometer would need to be gath
ered to calculate an average wavelength correction. This thesis has shown the
possible use of BCRA
tiles'
inflection points as a determinant for wavelength accu
racy, it has not proven the method. Much more experimental investigations are
warranted.
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SECTION 3. Matrix Method.
This method of spectrophotometric error identification, as developed by
Robertson,27,67
was based on the use of multiple linear regression equations. To
begin, his usage of symbols, types of error, and equations used are identified and












reflectance factor (standard values)
reflectance factor ( test values)
1st derivative of R w.r.t. X (slope)
2nd derivative of R w.r.t. A. (curvature)
















Rt(X) = R(X) + ei
Rt(\) = R(X) + e2R(X)
Rt(X) = R(X) + e3 dR/dX (X)
R,(X) = R(X) + e<
d2 R/dX2
(X)
Rt(X) = R(X) + es [ fn. of Rfoi) u. # X ]
Rt(X) = R(X) + ee [ fn. of R(u) u. < X ]
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Robertson determined the error (regression) coefficients by solving either a
two or three independent variable equation. The two independent variable equa
tion was solved by:
ti = ei + ez xi + e3 yi (14)
where: ti = Rt(X)i - R(X)i ( 15 )
xi = R(X)i ( 15a )
yi = (dR/dX)i e( 15b )















The three independent variable linear equation was solved by:




These regression coefficients were determined by solving an equation of the
form:















Robertson's method was set up in a diagnostic form; it described measured
data as a function of true (standard) data (Equation 18a). For this investigation, I
decided to describe the errors as a function of the measured data and determine a
spectrophotometers'
systematic errors (Equation 18b).
Measured Value = True Value + Error ( 18a )
True Value = Measured Value + Correction ( 18b )
In my method, each error was described by a linear equation which was a
function of the measured reflectance. This was the inverse of diagnostic
spectrophotometry (Robertson's method) in which the errors described by the lin
ear equations were functions of the true data. This was accomplished by rearrang
ing some of Robertson's definitions and equations. The Symbology, Types of Er
ror, and Equations 15, 15a, 15b, and 17a are all restated below. Equations 14, 16,
17, and 18 remained unchanged. The other definitions/equations changed are




R(X) reflectance factor (standard values)
Rt(X) reflectance factor ( test values)
(dRt/dX)i 1st derivative of R w.r.t. X (slope)
(d2Rt/dX2)i 2nd derivative of R w.r.t. X (curvature)










Types of Error (Modified)
Correction value: e
Photometric zero: R(X) = Rt(X) + ei
Photometric scale: R(X) = Rt(X) + e2Rt(X)
Wavelength shift: R(X) = Rt(X) + e3dRt/dX (X)
Bandwidth: R(X) = Rt(X) + &
d2 Rt/dX2
(X)
Stray light: R(X) = Rt(X) + es [ fn. of R(u) u. ^ X ]
Recorder inertia: R(X) = Rt(X) + e6 [ fn. of R(u.) ji< X ]
Old Equation New Equation
( 15 ) ti = R(X)i - Rt(X)i ( 19 )
( 15a ) xi = Rt(X)i ( 19a )




Robertson's method determined the errors based on the standard's data.
Through this rearrangement of terms, the correction values were calculated from
the measured data. One advantage of regressing on measured data was the gain in
precision in correcting for a large wavelength error. This is based on the
invari-
ance of wavelength accuracy due to the absolute photometric errors as proven in
the Wavelength Determination section. Intuitively, regressing on the measured
data makes sense, especially for data as asymmetrical as the first and second
derivatives.
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Using this rearrangement of equations, Equation 21 was used to calculate Re,
the corrected photometric values.




used only when solving Equation 17.
Due to the rearrangement of the equations, the correction coefficients deter
mined the systematic errors which do not, without mathematical manipulation,
accurately represent the actual errors present. To accurately represent the
spectrophotometric errors, the error coefficients must be identified, as Robertson's
method did. To calculate the error coefficients from the correction coefficients,
Equation 21 must be inverted. As previously discussed, the determination of in
flection points was not affected by photometric scale errors, therefore the assump
tion was made that dRt/dX and d Rt/dX were invariant with respect to photometric
errors and the following equations were used to estimate the error coefficients:
ed,i = - ei/ ( 1 + e2) ( 22 )
ed,2 = [1/(1+62)]-1 ( 23 )
ed,3 = - ea ( 24 )
ed,4 = - e4 ( 25 )




Observer, Uluminant D-65, wavelength range of 400 to 700 nm,
and a wavelength increment of 10 nm) for the
standard vs the uncorrected and
corrected reflectance values and/or by the calculation of the sum of the squared
residuals, X r^ (Equation 26).
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X r* = X ( Re - Rs f ( 26 )
where: Rs = The standard reflectance value.
Experimental
To test the effectiveness of this method, a "worst possible
case"
known error
was generated (this error was code named Max Error). This was a +5 nm wave
length shift, +5% reflectance scale error, and a +5% reflectance scale linearity
error, Equation 27.
Rev(X) = Rs+s(X) + (Rs+5(X))*0.05 + 5.00 ( 27 )
where: Rev(X) = Error Reflectance Value (Rounded to nearest 0.01%)
Rs+5(X) = Value at a +5 nm wavelength shift.
The correction coefficients were determined for all 12 tiles for both the 3x3
and 4x4 matrices, listed in Tables 10 and 11. Using the correction coefficients
from each tile to correct for the error (Equation 21) in each of the other tiles, the X
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Table 14 compares the summation of the sum of the squared residuals (X X
r2 ) for both methods. When the best X X r* using the standard reflectances was
compared to the best X X r* using the test reflectances, there was over a 90%
improvement (decrease) in X X r*. As a graphical example, Figure 4 displays the
Standard, Max Error, and the 4x4 matrix corrected reflectance curves for the Cyan
tile. This showed that, at least on a graph of this size, the Matrix method cor
rected back to the standard curve.

























































































































Based only on the Table 14 results, it was decided that the best single tile to
use for correcting for spectrophotometric errors was the Cyan tile using the 4x4
matrix correction coefficients. It was also shown that the Green, Yellow, Orange,
and Red tiles were effective in correcting spectrophotometric errors.
To choose which of these five tiles to use as the single standard tile for diag
nosing and correcting spectrophotometric errors, the inherent physical properties
of each tile needed were examined. From the literature, the only major physical
limiting factor identified was reported by Fairchild and
Grum.66
They stated that
the Yellow, Orange, and Red tiles all display conspicuous thermochromism for
only a 10C shift in temperature (25C to 35C). If a constant temperature can
be maintained and if the standard tiles are measured at the same temperature as
the temperature during calibration, this is not a problem. However if the tempera
ture cannot be regulated, then these tiles should not be used. This leaves the
Green and Cyan tiles as the choices. Again, based on the Table 14 results, the
Cyan tile was the best tile to use for correcting spectrophotometric errors.
Table 15 shows the comparison of the standard CIE 1976
L*a*b*
(CIELAB)
values vs the maximum error applied CIELAB values and the CIELAB values for
the corrected reflectance values when the Cyan 4x4 tile correction coefficients
were applied.
By using the Matrix method to correct
for spectrophotometric error, the accu
racy of a set of reflectance
data was improved. The average AE*ab for the stan
dard vs. the Max. Error was approximently 8.4 units and
the average value for the
standard vs. the Cyan corrected values was approximently
0.06 units. This was an
average improvement of over 99% in the
calculation of the CIELAB values.
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TABLE 15. CIELAB Comparisons, Cyan 4x4 Tile Correction
Factors Applied, Maximum Error Applied.
TILE CIELAB Standard Max Error Cyan Cor ^^Stan vs Max A^Stan vs Corr
L*
27.89 38.97 27.86








































































This portion of the investigation dealt with determining the accuracy of the
correction coefficients to identify specific errors. Four errors were investigated: a
+5 nm wavelength shift error, a +5% reflectance scale linearity error, a +5% con
stant reflectance scale error, and Max. Error (Equation 27). The error of a non-
constant wavelength error was not investigated. Each error was investigated using
all 12 tiles and the 4x4 matrix.
Wavelength Shift
Rev = Rs+5 ( 28 )
Linearity Error
Rev = Rs + Rs 0.05 ( 29 )
Constant Reflectance Error
Rev = Rs + 5.00 ( 30 )
From Equations 22 - 25, the expected values for the correction coefficients
for the different errors were:
+ 5 nm Error + 5% Lin. Error + 5% Scale Error Max. Error
e1 = 0.0000 e^ = 0.0000 8i = -5.0000 ei = -4.7619
e2 = 0.000000 e2 = -0.047619 e2
= 0.000000 e2 = -0.047619
e3 = -5.0000 e3 = 0.0000 e3
= 0.0000 e3 = -5.0000
e4= ? e4= ? e4= ? e4 = ?
The inability to visualize or describe the numerical significance of the
bandwidth correction term (e4) made it useless for determining the accuracy of a
tile to identify a specific error; therefore, it was ignored in the analysis of data to
identify the accuracy of the correction coefficients in identifying specific
errors.
However, it was still required when Equation 21 is applied. Table 16 shows the
correction coefficients for the +5 nm error, Table 17 for the + 5% linearity error,
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Ignoring the bandwidth correction coefficient, the sums of the absolute differ
ence between the calculated error and the expected errors were determined for
each simulated error. These sums are shown in Table 19. Additionally, Table 20
shows the sums of the Table 19 data.
TABLE 19. Sums of the Absolute Error.
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The e4 term is ignored.
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The Table 19 and 20 data made it obvious that to identify the specific errors
present in a spectrophotometer, the use of a chromatic tile would be best when
compared to the use of an achromatic tile. This was also proven in the previous
discussion concerning the
"effectiveness"
of tiles to correct for spectrophotometric
errors. Using the quantifiable data in Table 20, it was shown that the Cyan tile
was the best single tile to use in the Matrix method, followed closely by the Red,
Green, Orange, and Yellow tiles.
It was also interesting to note that all the tiles were fairly effective in identify
ing photometric scale errors with the major error arising out of determining the
wavelength error. This means that if the wavelength scale error was known, then
any tile could be used to identify photometric errors, however the correction of the
measured data would not be optimized using just any tile's correction coefficients.
Conclusion
With the rearrangements made to the initial equations, the Matrix method of
correction was very robust in correcting
for spectrophotometric errors when spe
cific tiles and the 4x4 matrix was used. Based on the
results obtained in this
investigation, the Cyan tile was the best single tile to
use as a standard to correct
for all other tiles and to identify spectrophotometric
errors. Any one of the Green,
Yellow, Orange, or Red tiles could serve as
a good backup, if a constant
tempera-
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ture is maintained, since they gave comparable results. The rest of the tiles are not
capable of achieving the same accuracy as the identified chromatic tiles.
As expected, the lowest X t* was obtained when a tile was correcting for
itself. Summing the X r2 for these values, a value of 2.64 is obtained, which
compares with a X X r* value of 3.90 when the Cyan tile is used. Therefore, the
best way to correct for spectrophotometric errors would be to use a reflecting
standard that matches, or nearly matches, the reflectance curve of the test object.
To determine specific errors, the data in Tables 19 and 20 showed that the
best overall determination of a specific error was obtained when the Cyan tile was
used. The Green, Yellow, Orange, or Red tile could also be used but with not as
precise results.
The determination of the significance of the bandwidth correction term is an
area for further study. If the correlation to other errors can be identified, this
could improve the accuracy in identifying specific errors.
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SECTION 4. Selection Method.
This method, as developed by Robertson, was very simple and easy to apply.
It was based on determining the mean photometric scale error, the mean
photometric zero error, and the mean wavelength error and applying these correc
tions, in sequence, to each value. More specifically:
1. Select R(\) > 25% , dR/d\ < 0.1
Determine mean photometric scale error.
Apply to all R(>0.
2. Select R(\) < 5%, dR/dX < 0.1
Determine mean photometric zero error.
Apply to all R(K).
3. Select dR/dX > 0. 1
Determine mean wavelength error.
Apply to all R(\).
This order of applying the corrections did not seem the best sequence to use
to optimize error detection and correction. When determining the photometric
scale and zero errors before the wavelength error, erroneous correction values will
result. For example, assume there is only a wavelength error of +5 nm and no
photometric errors at the shifted wavelengths, then the correct photometric correc
tions would be 0.00%. However, when using Robertson's sequence a photometric
scale and zero error would be calculated. This was in error.
Additionally, the photometric zero error should be determined before the
photometric scale error. To prove this, assume a known reflectance of 50% and an
instrumental photometric scale linearity error of +5%, then the measured
reflec-
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tance would be 52.5%. This indicates a correction of -2.5%. The photometric
zero reflectance would be measured as 0.00%, but when the photometric scale
value of -2.5% is applied, a correction for zero error is determined to be +2.5%.
The error has not been solved, so we're right back where we started. If the zero
error was determined first, the correction for zero error would have been 0.00%
and then the scale error correction would have been determined to be -2.5%. This
would have then optimized the photometric scale and zero error detection and
correction.
Based on these discussions to optimize the Selection Method, I reordered the
correction determination sequence to:
1. Determine mean wavelength error and apply.
2. Determine mean photometric zero error and apply.
3. Determine mean photometric scale error and apply.
The average wavelength accuracy was determined using the
method described
in Section 2, Wavelength Determination. Only the first six
inflection points were
utilized. The High Cyan inflection point was not used due to this
simulation hav
ing only the reflectance values from
400 to 700 nm available. The wavelength data
in Appendix J was used.
The Light Trap and Black and Deep Gray
tiles fit the requirements to deter
mine the photometric zero error. To
determine the input optics homochromatic
stray light error, the
Light Trap was chosen as the
best diagnostic tool to use, with
the Black tile as the backup. The Deep Gray
tile was felt to have too high a
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reflectance and photometric scale error could affect a correct photometric zero
error determination.
To determine the photometric scale error, three tiles fit the requirements: the
Mid Gray, Pale Gray, and White tiles. To calculate the most accurate photometric
scale correction, the correction tile with an average reflectance value nearest the
average reflectance value for the test tile should be chosen. However, since this
method assumed a linear (constant slope) photometric scale error, the White tile
was chosen as the tile to use in determining this error.
The average photometric scale correction was determined by recording the
average standard and measured photometric values from the photometric scale test
tile (the White tile), and then subtracting the average measured from the average
standard photometric values. The resultant value was only indicative of the aver
age photometric scale error at the measured
tiles'
average photometric value. To
determine the correction for other photometric values, Equation 31 must be used.
Equation 31 was used in program CORRECT to correct for photometric zero and
scale errors for any tile using the above results.
Re =( Rm -Z )
*
(
p Rp% ) (31 )
Rpt
- Z
where: Z = Average Photometric Zero Error
Rpt = Measured Photometric Test (White) Tile Average Ref.
Rps = Standard Photometric Test (White) Tile Average
Ref.
RM = Measured Reflectance Values for
Tile Being Corrected
Re = Corrected Reflectance Values
for Tile Being Corrected
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Program SELECT, which performed the calculations for the Selection method,
is located in Appendix M.
The procedure followed in determining the wavelength error and photometric
zero and scale errors was to: first, input the standard and calculated inflection
points for each of the six inflection points used and to record the mean wavelength
error; second, to apply the wavelength mean error value (rounded to the nearest
nanometer) to the starting and ending wavelength range. The average photometric
zero error was then determined followed by the White tile's average standard and
measured photometric values (uncorrected for zero error) for determining
photometric scale error.
The same four spectrophotometric errors were applied as in the Matrix
method: a +5 nm wavelength shift, a +5% constant reflectance scale error, a + 5%
reflectance scale linearity error, and the Max Error. Table 21 lists the error values
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Rounded to nearest nanometer.
These are the average photometric values for the White tile. They
have not been corrected for zero error.
Light Trap used.
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Table 21 shows that for the wavelength error, the Selection method identifies
a constant wavelength error. If there was a non-constant (non-straight line) wave
length error, this method would not accurately correct for this type of error since
this method assumed a constant error, i.e. it determines only the average wave
length error. The same holds true for the photometric zero error. Again, since
this method was based on there being a constant (straight line) error, the
photometric scale error would not be represented by a single number. To visualize
the photometric scale error present, an error line needs to be drawn. Figure 5
represents how the photometric scale error varies depending on what reflectance is
being measured for the Max Error.
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This method (and the Non-Linear Method) only corrects photometric values
at the measured wavelength, it did not interpolate these corrected photometric val
ues to even (multiples of 10 nm) wavelengths. Program EVENIZE (Appendix L)
was developed to accomplish this; this then permitted the calculation of the
CIELAB values.
Program EVENIZE was based on Program REGRESS; it used four sequential
wavelength values and their corresponding photometric values to determine the
cubic regression coefficients that describe the line through the photometric values.
It then calculated the two photometric values corresponding to the middle two even
(multiples of 10 nm) wavelength values. This sequence was applied to the entire
wavelength range and the even wavelengths with their photometric values are re
ported. Program EVENIZE was developed to allow calculation of the tristimulus
values.
To test the effectiveness of the Selection method, the Max Error values were
applied. Program EVENIZE was used to calculate the even reflectance values.
Table 22 shows the comparison of the standard CIELAB values vs the maximum
error applied CIELAB values and the CIELAB values for the corrected reflectance
values. Figure 6 graphically displays the correction ability of this method
against
the Max Error for the Cyan tile.
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TABLE 22. CIELAB Comparisons, Max Error, Selection.
TILE CIELAB Standard Max Error Corrected ^^Stan vs Max ^'-Stan vs Corr
L*
27.89 38.97 27.89
Blue a" 8.83 5.25 8.82 13.18 0.01
b"
-17.18 -1 1 .00 -17.18
L*
53.15 58.12 53.16



























































































































































By using the Selection method to correct for spectrophotometric error, the
accuracy of a set of reflectance data was improved. The average AE*ab for the
standard vs. the maximum applied error was approximently 8.4 units and the aver
age value for the standard vs. the corrected values was approximently 0.016 units.
This was an average improvement of almost 100% for the calculations of the
CIELAB values. Stated another way, the Selection method almost completely re
moved all simulated error. The error was not completely removed due to two
reasons: first, the error values were rounded to the nearest 0.01% reflectance and
secondly, program EVENIZE may have induced some error when correcting to the
even wavelengths.
Conclusion
The Selection method was easy to implement and the results easy to analyze.
The mathematics involved were not complicated. One major drawback was the
inability to identify a non-constant error. This could lead to making
spectrophotometric corrections that are in error if a spectrophotometer had a non-
constant error. However, if a spectrophotometer can be proven to only have linear
errors, the Selection method will remove almost all the error. Another possible
drawback was that this method only corrected for the reflectance at a specified
wavelengths - it does not bring back the wavelengths and reflectance values to
even (multiples of 10 nm) wavelengths, however this was solved by using the pro
gram EVENIZE.
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SECTION 5. Non-Linear Method.
The final method of spectrophotometric error identification and correction
investigated was a method based on the non-linear (non-constant slope) correction
of wavelength and photometric scales. More specifically, instead of assuming a
linear error in both the wavelength and photometric scales, a third order polyno
mial was calculated to fit an error line to both scales. From these error lines,
corrections were made to the experimental data. The program NONLIN (Appen
dix N) accomplished this task.
Program Execution
The first item determined and corrected for was the wavelength scale. This
was accomplished by entering the standard and the experimentally determined
wavelength values. The program then determined the regression coefficients (third
order polynomial) for wavelength accuracy through the use of Equation 6, where:
x = Standard Wavelength
y = Difference ( Standard \
- Experimental X)
These regression coefficients were stored for later use.
Reflectance scale accuracy was next determined. This was achieved by a
multistep process, the first of which was data
input. This entailed the recording of
the reflectance values of five tiles at each measured wavelength. The five tiles
used were the White, Pale Gray, Mid Gray, Deep Gray, and Black tiles. In addi
tion, the reflectance values for the Light Trap were entered to calculate an average
input optics stray light error reading.
After the data entry, the program solved for the reflectance scale
correction
regression coefficients. This was accomplished by determining the actual
wave-
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length value for each measured wavelength and determining the reflectance of
each tile at that actual wavelength. To determine the actual wavelengths, the re
gression coefficients for the wavelength scale accuracy were recalled and Equation
32 was solved for each measured wavelength.
Wa = Wt + a + b Wt + c Wt2+ d
Wt3
( 32 )
where: Wa = Actual wavelength measured
Wt = Wavelength recorded from spectrophotometer.
Once Wa was solved for each measured wavelength, the standard reflectance
value for each of the five standard tiles at that actual wavelength was recalled from
a data file ( 1 nm data, Appendix E ) and the experimental reflectance value was
subtracted from it. This was accomplished at each measured wavelength. The five
calculated differences (one for each tile) were used in Equation 6 to determine the
regression coefficients for the reflectance scale accuracy at each measured wave
length. ( In Equation 6, x = Standard Reflectance Value, y = Difference ( Standard
Ref. - Experimental Ref.), and n = 5). All the regression coefficients were stored
in a data file. This data file was then called from the program CORRECT (Appen
dix O) for use in correcting experimental data and, if required, program EVENIZE
was used to determine the even wavelength values. Additionally, program PLOT-
NON (Appendix P) used the regression coefficient values to plot the wavelength
scale error and/or the reflectance scale error at specified wavelengths.
Additionally, correcting the photometric scale using, in addition to the five
standard tiles, the measurements from the zero error (light trap) was investigated.
This was accomplished to see if an improvement in photometric scale corrections
could be obtained by "tying
down"
the lower end of the photometric scale. No
improvement in photometric scale correction was found by using the zero error
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corrections. Therefore, the use of the light trap correction values were not needed
and were not used.
Experimental
Two spectrophotometric errors were applied and analyzed to test the effective
ness of this method: a +5 nm wavelength shift and the Max Error. The wavelength
range was from 400 to 700 nm. It was recognized that the Max Error is a linear
error and not a non-linear error type for which this method was designed, however
if the Non-Linear method can not correct even a relatively simple linear error,
then this method would have been determined a failure.
To calculate the wavelength scale accuracy, the standard values determined in
Section 2, Wavelength Determination, were used. Even though the wavelength
range was assumed to be from 400 to 700 nm, the High Cyan inflection point was
used (this resulted in using seven inflection points instead of six) as a comparison
to show how the correction coefficient values can be optimized by using wave
length correction terms that span the entire wavelength range. Figures 7 and 8 are
plots of the wavelength scale displacement with and without the High Cyan inflec
tion point for the +5 nm wavelength error.
Ideally, in both Figures 7 and 8 the wavelength displacement line should be
straight across at a reading of +5 nm. Figure 7 illustrates how the accuracy of the
wavelength correction values were affected when the entire wavelength range is not
measured for wavelength accuracy. Figure 8 demonstrates how the wavelength
correction terms were improved by determining more of the wavelength scale accu
racy.
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This effect is explained by the use of the cubic equation used to correct for
the wavelength scale correction values. The only time accurate values for wave
length correction are determined is for values between the lowest and highest
wavelength values used to determine the cubic equation. When outside these lim
its, the cubic fit does not maintain accurate values, it "blows-up". Ideally, it
would be best to measure wavelength corrections as close to 400 and 700 nm's as
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To demonstrate the effectiveness of this method, the Max Error values were
applied for simulated measured reflectances of 400 to 700 nm's. Table 23 shows
the standard CIELAB values vs the CIELAB values for the specific errors and the
CIELAB values for the corrected reflectance values. Program EVENIZE was used
to determine the even wavelength reflectance values.
Figure 9 graphically displays the correction of the Cyan tile with the Max
Error applied.
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TABLE 23. CIELAB Comparisons, Max Error, Non-Linear.
TILE CIELAB Standard Max Error Corrected ^^Stan vs Max A^Stan vs Corr
L*
27.89 38.97 27.17

















































































































































By using the Non-Linear method to correct for spectrophotometric error, the
accuracy of a set of reflectance data was improved. For the Max Error applied
data (Table 23), there was an average improvement of 94.3%. This corresponded
to an average Max Error error AE*ab of 8.40 units corrected to an average AE*ab
of 0.48 units.
Conclusion
The Non-Linear method of characterizing a spectrophotometer was labor in
tensive due to the amount of data required; however, it provided a good perspec
tive (with only linear errors simulated) of a spectrophotometer's overall perform
ance if the entire range of operation, both in wavelength scale and photometric
scale, was accurately measured. With the use of the plotting routine, a pictorial
representation of the performance of a spectrophotometer can be generated. A
major advantage of this method was that it can identify and correct for non-con
stant errors for both the wavelength and photometric scales. One possible draw
back was that this method only corrects for the reflectance at specified wavelengths
- it did not bring back the wavelength and reflectance values to an even (multiple
of 10 nm) wavelength, however program EVENIZE was able to calculate the even
reflectance values.
The problem with the wavelength scale "blowing
up"
when outside the limits
of the measured wavelengths requires fixing. One option is to find a way to meas
ure the wavelength corrections at 400 and 700 nm's to tie down the correction
values. Another option is to use a less robust mathmatical line fit, i.e. use a
quadratic equation or an average correction line fit instead of the cubic equation.
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SECTION 6. CONCLUSION.
To compare the three methods, only the Max Error was used. Table 24 lists
the AE*ab for the standard value vs. the corrected value for each of the methods
investigated. The AE*ab values for the Matrix, Selection, and Non-Linear meth
ods were taken from Tables 15, 22, and 23, respectively.
Table 24. AE Comparisons of the Three Methods.
Max ^cStan vs. Corr
Tile Error Matrix Selection Non-Linear
Blue 13.18 0.05 0.01 0.83
Cyan 6.73 0.04 0.01 0.36
Green 8.57 0.08 0.01 0.39
Yellow 9.75 0.17 0.02 0.44
Orange 9.36 0.09 0.01 0.51
Red 9.59 0.12 0.01 0.65
Pink 8.40 0.07 0.01 0.47
Black 12.63 0.05 0.02 0.88
D. Gray 9.05 0.03 0.01 0.54
M. Gray 5.48 0.02 0.01 0.29
P. Gray 4.12 0.01 0.01 0.21
White 3.97 0.02 0.01 0.20
X 100.83 0.75 0.14 5.77
X 8.40 0.06 0.01 0.48
From the Table 24 data it is shown that the Selection method was the best
method to use to correct for linear spectrophotometric errors. The
Matrix method
also corrected the simulated errors reasonably
well and it had an added advantage
over the Selection and Non-Linear methods in
that it corrected reflectance data
back to even (multiples of 10) wavelength values and
did not require the use of the
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interpolation program, EVENIZE. A small disadvantage of the Matrix method is
having to use Equations 22 - 25 to change the correction coefficients into error
coefficients so to accurately represent the type and magnitude of
spectrophotometric errors present.
A point to remember when using these correction programs is that the reflec
tance data is dependent on a spectrophotometer's setup, i.e. illumination and view
ing angle, spectral vs. diffuse measurement, constant or variable bandwidth, etc.
Further study is needed to investigate if these programs can manipulate data so
that it is referenced to the
"standard"




instrument. This might cause an error to be
introduced into the calculations that is not wanted. To eliminate this problem a set
of standard values would need to be defined for each class of instruments.
Only linear errors were modeled in this thesis and the effects of non-straight
line wavelength and photometric scale errors were not investigated and this may
affect the relative accuracy of each method. The Non-Linear method can correct
for non-straight line errors, the Selection method does not, and the Matrix method
is undetermined.
The robustness of each method to spectrophotometric errors could be better
investigated if a random number generator was used to manipulate the reflectance
data. This would allow the use of statistics to investigate if one method is statisti
cally better than the other. This was not
accomplished due to time constraints in
completing this thesis.
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Each of the methods developed herein were written as subroutines to be called
from the program START (Appendix R). They can stand alone, however for ease
of data manipulation, START was developed.
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ACTUAL DATA
To investigate the performance of the wavelength determination and each of
the correction methods with real data, each of the reflectance standards were
measured on two separate instruments. These were the Applied Color Systems
Spectro-Sensor II and the Pacific Scientific Spectrogard. They were chosen to
investigate the effect of different types of bandpass. The ACS uses an interference
filter with a variable bandwidth of 8 to 18 nm and the Pacific Scientific has a
nominal constant bandwidth of 8 nm.
Each instrument was calibrated per its operating instructions and then each
tile was measured and the values from 400 to 700 nm recorded. Only one set of
data was taken from each instrument and neither instrument was characterized by
any other means. The reflectance data for all 12 tiles and the Light Trap are in
Appendix Q. For each tile and instrument, Table 25 shows the calculated CIELAB
values and the AE*ab values of the comparison of the Standard tiles vs the experi
mental data. The AE*ab values were calculated from 400 to 700 nm, wavelength
increment of 10 nm, Illuminant D-65, and the
2
Observer.
The actual derived data for each method is presented and then immediately
followed by an analysis of that data/method.
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Table 25. CIELAB and AE Values for Uncorrected Data.
TILE CIELAB Standard ACS Pac. Sci. A^Stan V8 ACS A^Stan vs Pac
L*
27.89 27.81 27.44







































































The first area tested was the performance of the wavelength determination.
Following the procedure outlined in Section 2, Wavelength Determination, the fol
lowing data was generated for both instruments:
Table 26. Inflection Points from Actual Data.
Standard Actual Wavelength
Instrument Tile Inf. Point Inf. Point Shift
ACS Blue 442.76 439.20 3.56
Yellow 506.48 506.62 -0.14
L. Cyan 517.71 520.10 -2.39
Green 538.26 538.58 -0.32
Orange 557.29 557.62 -0.33
Red 606.37 608.03 -1.66
Pacific Blue 442.76 441.87 0.89
Scientific Yellow 506.48 507.88 -1.40
L. Cyan 517.71 519.53 -1.82
Green 538.26 540.02 -1.76
Orange 557.29 558.59 -1.30
Red 606.37 607.09 -0.72
Upon review of the Table 26 data, it appeared that this method of wavelength
scale accuracy determination was partially
successful. Figure 10 graphically dis
plays point-to-point plots of the actual inflection points vs
the wavelength shifts
for both instruments. This showed that the wavelength shifts
for the Pacific Scien
tific seemed to be deterministic, that is, not erratic. However,
for the ACS this
was not the case. The wavelength shifts appeared
erratic.
It would be expected that unless there
is a major problem with a
spectrophotometer, such as frequency hopping
or skipping, a plot of this type
would produce a smooth, continuous
curve and not erratic changes over the wave
length range. For this reason, the
wavelength data for the ACS was looked at with
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caution. This may have affected the results from the Selection and Non-Linear
Methods.
It was not apparent if the suspect ACS wavelength data is due to the variable
bandwidth and this area requires further investigation. Additionally, if the ACS
data is assumed correct, both instruments have an upward swing in wavelength
shift at the lower wavelengths, curve downward in the mid wavelengths, and for
the Pacific Scientific, curves upward for the higher wavelengths. It would have
been interesting to calculate the wavelength for the High Cyan inflection point and
see if this trend continued.
The calculated wavelength shifts for both instruments were within the amount
of allowable variability ( + 5 nm) for over the range that the wavelength error deter
mination was calibrated, however the wavelength shifts for the ACS are very er
ratic and and are subject to question. Additionally, the average AE*ab values for
the instruments do not support this amount of variable wavelength errors. If there
was this much wavelength error present in these spectrophotometers, the AE*ab
values would be expected to be greater. If they were correct, then the ACS
spectrophotometer has some major problems that require resolution. The Pacific
Scientific'
s wavelength data is more believable and therefor its usage in the Selec
tion and Non-Linear methods will probably lead to more a more accurate repre
sentation of the effectiveness of these methods.
Two other possible reasons for the variability in the wavelength errors are:
first, the Blue tile was measured at very low signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios and small
variations in noise will have a greater impact on this tiles wavelength accuracy than
when measuring one of the
other tiles with higher S/N ratios. Secondly, it was
shown in Section 2, Wavelength Determination, that
the measurement precision of
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a spectrophotometer is important. These instruments only report to the nearest
0.01% photometric value and that was the precision shown to be necessary for this
method to function properly. It needs to be determined if these reported values are
precise measurements or just best guesses.
In conclusion, this method of wavelength scale accuracy was successful based
on this very limited set of data. More through investigations are warranted before
this method should be implemented as a laboratory technique.
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The Cyan and Red tiles with the 4x4 matrix were used to determine the cor
rection coefficients. The Red tile was chosen to give a cross-check of the correc
tion coefficients and the corrected values. Table 27 presents the regression coeffi
cients for both tiles.








Cyan Value Red Value
ACS e^ -0.0261 -0.0151 0.0261 0.0150
e2 0.000764 0.004803 -0.000763 -0.004780
e3 0.4298 0.8896 -0.4298 -0.8896
e4 -97.9340 -140.7685 97.9340 140.7685
Pacific e. 0.0834 0.1720 -0.0843 -0.1733
Scientific
e2 -0.010290 -0.007444 0.010397 0.007500
e3 1.1898 2.0037 -1.1898 -2.0037
e4 -19.4479 -2.5706 19.4479 2.5706
Using the correction coefficient data, all 12 tiles were corrected and AE*ab
values from the standard tile data were calculated. This data is presented in Table
28 with the uncorrected AE*ab values for comparison.
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Table 28. AE Values for Matrix Corrected Data.
TILE Uncorr.AE
ACS
Red AE Cyan AE
Pacific Scientific
Uncorr.AE Red AE Cyan AE
Blue 0.19 0.53 0.36 1.27 0.17 0.58
Cyan 0.60 0.68 0.17 1.27 0.63 0.08
Green 0.69 0.13 0.18 1.20 0.43 0.31
Yellow 0.89 0.48 0.16 0.98 0.72 0.35
Orange 0.59 0.44 0.49 1.69 0.33 0.68
Red 0.91 0.17 0.48 1.29 0.02 0.69
Pink 0.34 0.31 0.15 0.68 0.45 0.12
Black 0.17 0.18 0.13 0.45 0.21 0.33
D. Gray 0.17 0.24 0.16 0.13 0.29 0.12
M. Gray 0.16 0.21 0.12 0.27 0.22 0.08
P. Gray 0.21 0.29 0.19 0.21 0.05 0.11
White 0.21 0.35 0.22 0.22 0.20 0.25
X AE 5.13 4.01 2.81 9.66 3.72 3.70
Ave. AE 0.43 0.33 0.23 0.81 0.31 0.31
Comparing the Red and Cyan correction coefficients from Table 27 for each
spectrophotometer showed significant numerical differences, unlike what was dem
onstrated with the simulated error data. These differences might be explained by
non-constant errors in the wavelength scale with respect to the reflectance scale.
For the ACS the Cyan e4 term is greater than the Red e4 term and just the oppo
site condition is true for the Pacific Scientific. As stated earlier in this thesis, the
significance of the bandwidth correction term requires investigating. There may be
a correlation between a constant bandwidth instrument (Pacific Scientific) and a
variable bandwidth instrument (ACS). However, from this limited data no conclu
sions can be supported.
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To quantify the effectiveness of the Matrix method, the average AE'ab values
from Table 28 are reproduced in Table 29.
Table 29. Average AE's, Matrix Method.
ACS
Ave. Uncorr.A E 0.43
Ave. Red A E 0.33





Table 29 demonstrates the effectiveness of the Matrix method in reducing
spectrophotometric errors. It also proved that the best correction coefficients to
use are those from the Cyan tile. This was also shown by the use earlier of the
simulated data.
The average improvement in AE*ab values when using the Cyan correction
coefficients was 45% for the ACS and was 80% for the Pacific Scientific. There
was more error in the Pacific Scientific to correct so those values tend to lead to a
higher percentage of improvement. Notwithstanding, the Matrix method was effec
tive on actual data in reducing spectrophotometric errors.
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Selection Method
The same procedure as described in Section 5, Selection Method, was used to
determine and apply the correction factors. These values are in Table 30.

























Rounded to nearest nanometer.
' *
These are the average photometric values for the White tile. They
have not been corrected for zero error.
*
Light Trap used.
The errors determined in Table 30 appeared to be within the limits
of a cali
brated spectrophotometer. The average wavelength shifts
calculated and the
photometric scale and zero errors are
believable.
Using the input wavelength ranges
from Table 30, program EVENIZE was
run and then the CIELAB values for the corrected
data was determined. Table 31
displays the uncorrected and corrected AE*ab
values from the Selection method for
each instrument.
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Blue 0.19 0.27 1.27 0.88
Cyan 0.60 0.44 1.27 0.28
Green 0.69 0.73 1.20 0.42
Yellow 0.89 0.90 0.98 0.35
Orange 0.59 0.48 1.69 0.64
Red 0.91 0.79 1.29 0.62
Pink 0.34 0.29 0.68 0.17
Black 0.17 0.16 0.45 0.51
D. Gray 0.17 0.14 0.13 0.12
M. Gray 0.16 0.13 0.27 0.14
P. Gray 0.21 0.18 0.21 0.06
White 0.21 0.19 0.22 0.18
2AE 5.13 4.70 9.66 4.37
Ave. AE 0.43 0.39 0.81 0.36
From Table 31, three tiles; the Blue, Green, and Orange, from the ACS and
one tile; the Black, from the Pacific Scientific showed an increase in AE*ab values.
For the Black and Blue tiles this might be explained by the correction values being
prejudiced too high for such low photometric responses; however if this was the
case for the ACS then the Black tile corrections for that instrument should of also
been higher. This was not the case. Concerning the Green and Orange tiles, there
might have been a non-linear spectrophotometric error present that was accented
by the Selection method correction values. Again,
since these results are based on
such limited data, I believe that the photometric responses
recorded for each in-
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strument should be an average value and not just one reading which might lead to
making an unwanted correction.
To easily view the effectiveness of the Selection method, the average AE*ab
values from Table 31 are reproduced in Table 32.
Table 32. Average AE's, Selection Method.
Ave. Uncorr. A E







Table 32 shows that the Selection method was successful in correcting
spectrophotometric errors for actual data. The ACS data was improved an average
of 8.6% and the Pacific Scientific an average of 54.8%. Again, the relative per
centages were skewed by the large errors present in the Pacific Scientific. Based
on the questionable accuracy of the wavelength shifts for the ACS, the utility of the
Selection method cannot be totally qualified. However, since the SelectionMethod
determined wavelength error by an averaging process, if one of the wavelength
error values was not correct its overall effect on the determined error was lessened
by the averaging of the errors. Therefore, even with questionable wavelength
shifts, the Selection method was successful.
Non-Linear Method
The Non-Linear correction routine was applied to both sets of instrumental
data. The regression coefficients are not reproduced in this report, however Table
33 presents the wavelength correction values and Table 34 shows the calculated
AE*ab values for the Non-Linear corrected values.
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Table 33. Actual Data Wavelength Correction, Non-Linear Method.
ACS Pacific Scientific
Measured X Actual X Diff. Actual X Diff.
400 nm 415 15 405 5
410 422 12 414 4
420 429 9 423 3
430 436 6 432 2
440 444 4 441 1
450 452 2 450 0
460 461 1 460 0
470 470 0 469 -1
480 480 0 479 -1
490 489 -1 489 -1
500 499 -1 499 -1
510 509 -1 508 -2
520 519 -1 518 -2
530 529 -1 528 -2
540 539 -1 538 -2
550 550 0 548 -2
560 560 0 559
570 570 0 569 -1
580 580 0 579 -1
590 589 -1 589 -1
600 599 -1 599 -1
610 608 -2 609 -1
620 617 -3 619 -1
630 626 -4 630 0
640 634 -6 640 0
PRO R4? -ft Rfin n
660 649 -11 660 0
670 656 -14 669 -1
680 662 -18 679 -1
690 668 -22 689 -1
700 673 -27 698 -2
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Blue 0.19 2.56 1.27 1.17
Cyan 0.60 1.15 1.27 0.24
Green 0.69 0.81 1.20 0.57
Yellow 0.89 0.27 0.98 0.35
Orange 0.59 0.21 1.69 0.32
Red 0.91 1.62 1.29 1.05
Pink 0.34 1.95 0.68 0.59
Black 0.17 0.40 0.45 0.08
D. Gray 0.17 0.37 0.13 0.09
M. Gray 0.16 0.08 0.27 0.02
P. Gray 0.21 0.01 0.21 0.00
White 0.21 0.07 0.22 0.01
2AE 5.13 9.50 9.66 4.49
Ave. AE 0.43 0.79 0.81 0.37
The Non-Linear method was designed to identify a spectrophotometer's per
formance at each measured wavelength. Table 33 numerically demonstrated the
wavelength accuracy variance over the
wavelength range and Figures 11 and 12
graphically represent this data.
Figures 11 and 12 were generated using Program
PLOTNON.
For wavelength accuracy, it is important to precisely measure the
wavelength
scale definition over the entire wavelength range. If this is not
accomplished with
exactness, large errors can be introduced by the
wavelength shift equation calcu
lated in the program. This happened in the case of the
ACS. The erratic wave
length shifts resulted in what was probably an erroneous
wavelength shift equation.
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This caused large wavelength correction values to be calculated at wavelength val
ues outside the range of the determined wavelength values. Table 33 and Figures
11 and 12 show this effect. This will and did reduce the accuracy of the Non-Lin
ear method. It also caused more error to be introduced into the reflectance data.
Table 34 supported this. Figure 12 proved that with better correlated data, the
errors introduced by extrapolation were not as great. This effect was explained in
the Simulated Data section on the Non-Linear Method (pg 61).
The Pacific Scientific data was more representative of the effectiveness of the
Non-Linear method. Based on this, the reflectance displacement plots for the
ACS were not generated but Figures 13 through 16 are these plots for the Pacific
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The Pacific Scientific reflectance plots were interesting when compared with
one another. There was a difference in the amount and direction of reflectance
corrections. Also, it was shown that the reflectance accuracy at the lower (< 60%)
reflectances were very close to the actual values and then the accuracy tended to
drop off at the higher reflectances. The amount of stray light present can be
determined from the reflectance plots by finding the displacement when the meas
ured reflectance is 0.0%.
To represent the effectiveness of the Non-Linear method, the average AE*ab
values from Table 34 are reproduced in Table 35. Bear in mind the questionability
of the ACS data.
Table 35. Average AE's, Non-Linear Method.
Ave. Uncorr. A E







The ACS data was improved an average of -85% (in other words it got worse)
and the Pacific Scientific data an average of 53%. The Pacific
Scientific data
proved that the Non-Linear method was successful
when accurate data was input
and the ACS showed what can happen when
erroneous data was used.
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Comparison of Methods
Table 36 contains the tabulation of the average AE*ab values for all three
methods and both instruments.























% Improvement 62 56 54
*
Cyan correction coefficients used.
From this data, the Matrix method was the best method to use to correct for
spectrophotometric errors. It has the highest percentage improvement of all three
methods. Also, it is not dependent upon other programs for determining
some of
its correction values, such as the way the Selection and
Non-Linear programs do in
using program
INFLECT to determine wavelength corrections.
Figures 17 through 20 graphically display the standard, uncorrected,
and each
methods corrected spectrophotometric
curves for two separate tiles; the Cyan tile
and an achromatic tile, the Mid Gray tile. These
showed that neither
spectrophotometer was grossly in error and
that there was not much error to cor
rect. The plots for the ACS data
reinforced the significance of using accurate data
from an instrument as the values for basing the
correction values. These plots also
demonstrated how much the





















































This thesis has proven the feasibility to determine and correct
spectrophotometric errors from the use of reflecting tiles only. Wavelength scale
accuracy was determined from the inflection point of specific
tiles'
photometric
curves and three methods; the Matrix, Selection, and Non-Linear, were developed
which identified and corrected specific photometric errors.
Through the use of the inflection points of reflectance
tiles'
curves, the wave
length accuracy of a spectrophotometer is determinable. This was accomplished
with simulated data to within 0.06 nm for any constant induced wavelength shift
of up to 5 nm when an average of all six or seven identified
tiles'
curves were
used and with only one identified curve used, the accuracy is held to within + 0.2
nm. It was also proven that it is not necessary that the data be corrected for
reflectance scale linearity nor is it important to check for overall reflectance scale
calibration. It was necessary to measure the reflectance to an accuracy of at least
0.01% to determine an accurate inflection point.
The Matrix method was proven to be very robust in correcting for
spectrophotometric errors when specific tiles and the 4x4 matrix was used. The
results obtained in this investigation demonstrated that the Cyan tile was the best
single tile to use as a standard for identifying spectrophotometric errors. The
Green, Yellow, Orange, or Red tiles were shown that they could serve as a good
backup, if a constant temperature is maintainable, since they gave comparable
results. The rest of the tiles were not capable of achieving the same accuracy as
the identified chromatic tiles. An area for further study is to
determine the signifi-
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cance of the bandwidth correction term, e4. If a correlation to other errors can be
identified, this might improve the accuracy of this method.
The Selection method, as modified, is based on averaging the photometric
errors. It was shown to be very easy in implementation and analyzing the results.
The mathematics involved were not complicated. One major drawback is the in
ability to identify a non-constant (changing slope) error. This could lead to mak
ing spectrophotometric corrections that are in error. Additionally, unlike the Matrix
method, the Selection method does not automatically correct reflectance data to
even (multiples of 10 nm) wavelengths. This was solved by designing and using
Program EVENIZE.
The Non-Linear method of identifying and correcting a
spectrophotometers'
errors is labor intensive; however, it provided a good perspective of a
spectrophotometer's overall performance IF the entire range of operation, both in
wavelength scale and photometric scale, can be accurately measured. With the use
of the plotting routine, a pictorial representation of the performance of a
spectrophotometer can be generated. A major advantage of this method is that it
can identify and correct for non-constant (changing slope) errors in both the wave
length and photometric scales. As in the Selection method, Program EVENIZE
was required to bring back the wavelength and reflectance values to even (multi
ples of 10 nm) wavelengths.
The Matrix, Selection, and Non-Linear methods were proven capable of cor
recting raw simulated reflectance data toward better, more accurate values. With
average AE*ab errors (using Illuminant D-65,
2
Observer, wavelength interval of
10 nm, and wavelength range from 400 to 700 nm) from simulated data of 8.40,
the Matrix, Selection, and Non-Linear methods corrected to average AE*ab of
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0.06, 0.01, and 0.48, respectively. Comparing the three methods, the Selection
method was found to be the most accurate with simulated errors and the easiest to
employ.
From the use of actual data, the Matrix method was proven the most effective
method to use to correct for spectrophotometric errors. It had the highest percent
age improvement of all three methods. The actual data also demonstrated, in the
Non-Linear method, what can happen if erroneous data is used. The requirement
for accurate spectrophotometric measurements was reinforced by the results ob
tained in the Non-Linear actual data usage.
Overall, if one method must be chosen as the best method to use in identify
ing and correcting spectrophotometric data is the Matrix method. Even though it is
more complex to use than the Selection method, it gave comparable results with
simulated error data and gave the best results with actual data. The Matrix
method is also not dependent on additional programs for determining the
spectrophotometric errors/correction values that the other two methods are depend
ent upon.
To increase the accuracy of the Selection and/or the Non-Linear methods,
some improvements could be made. First, if the photometric scale values for the
standard tiles were determined for each 0.1, 0.2, or 0.5 nm increment and the
corresponding programming changes incorporated into the programs, this might
increase the effectiveness of these methods. The Non-Linear method might be
improved by using a less robust regression line fit to the wavelength corrections.
Possibly through the use of a straight line fit,
an average (as in the Selection
method), or a lower order polynomial
equation may give better results.
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Future studies should be aimed toward investigating the robustness of each
method by correcting for random error and the use of actual data from different
types of instruments. The use of actual data from a spectrophotometer with a
known induced error might shed some light on the utility of these methods. Statis
tical analysis could then be applied to prove the statistical performance of each
method.
Although more work needs to be accomplished to fully characterize each area
investigated, this thesis has shown some of the weaknesses, strengths, and possible
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To ease the specification of color, other than by the comparisons of
spectrophotometric curves, the CIE adopted a system which specified a method to
obtain a unique set of values for any
color.40
These values are called tristimulus
values. The tristimulus values, X, Y, and Z, are calculated for a given source and
observer, from a spectrophotometric curve by the weighted integration of the val
ues of p(X) to give that color's unique tristimulus
values.37
X=kJ p(X) S(X) x(X) dX
Y=kJ p(\) S(X) y(M dX ( A1 )
Z=k; p(X) S(X) z(X) dX
where:
x(M> y(M, z(M are the spectral tristimulus values of the
observer/wavelength.
S(X) is the relative spectral power distribution of the illuminant
irradiating the object.
p(x) is the spectral reflectance
of the object.






The integrals in Equations Al and A2 can be approximated by summa
tions.38
X=k2p(X) S(K) x(X) AX
Y=kSp(K) S(X) y(X) AX




2 S(\) V(X) AX
The color mixture functions (x(X.), y(X) and z(X)) have been tabulated by the
CIE for two standard observers, the CIE 1931 Standard Colorimetric Observer and
the CIE 1964 Supplementary Standard Colorimetric
Observer.42
The data for the
1931 color mixture functions were determined using just the central viewing
2
of
the eye and the 1964 data was collected using the central viewing
10
of the eye.






There are many types of illumination and the one used needs to be identified.
CIE has recommended a limited number of illuminants and has determined their
relative spectral power distribution (S(X))
values.41
The CIE chromaticity coordinates (x, y, and z) are calculated from the tris-












X + Y + Z
Once the tristimulus values or chromaticity coordinates are calculated, there




A summarization of three of these meth
ods follows:





X + 15Y + 3Z
v =
9Y









= 903.3 ( Y/ Yn)
a*
= 500 [f(X/Xn) -f(Y/Y) ]
b*




f( X / Xn) = 7.787( X / X) + 16/116
Y / Yn > 0.008856
Y / Yn < 0.008856
X /Xn> 0.008856





f( Y / Yn) = 7.787( Y / Yn) + 16/116 Y / Yn < 0.008856
f( Z / Zn) = ( Z /
Zn)1/3
Z / Zn> 0.008856
f( Z / Zn) = 7.787( Z / Zn) + 16/116 Z / Zn < 0.008856
and
Xn, Yn, and Zn are the tristimulus values of the reference white for the selected
illuminant and observer, where Yn is equal to 100.











= 116 ( Y/
Yn)1/3
- 16 Y / Y > 0.008856
L*





















refer to the reference white or light source for the illuminant and
observer.











THIS PROGRAM WILL MULTIPLY EITHER A 3x3 OR A 4x4 MATRIX
uL^
i,^0R:RESP0NDING 3Xl 0R 4X1 MATRIX. IT DOES IT BY LONG




C CALL SUBROUTINE MULT IPLY( A , B , OUT , N )
C A INPUT 2 DIMENSIONAL MATRIX
'
C B INPUT 2
C OUT OUTPUTED MATRIX
c N 3 or 4, DEPENDING ON IF A AND B ARE 4x4 OR 3x3 MATRICIES
SUBROUTINE MULTIPLY( A , B , OUT , N )
REAL*16 A(4
,4) ,B(4,1) ,OUT(N,l )
C THIS PART DOES THE 3x3 TIMES THE 3x1 MATRIX
IFCN.E<5.3) THEN
OUT(l , 1 )_A(1 , 1)*B(1,1)+A(1 ,3)'B(S,1)+A(1 ,3)*B(3 1)
OUT (2,1 )=A(2,1)>B(1,1)4-A(2,2)*B(2,1)4A(2.3)*B(3 1)
0UT(3,1)=A(3,1 )'B(1,1)+A(3,3)IB(2,1)+A(3.3)'B(3 1)
RETURN
























THIS SUBROUTINE WILL CALCULATE THE INVERSE OF EITHER A 3 OR 4











16 B6 , B7 , B8 ,B9 , DET
C SETS UNUSED ARRAY TO 0 . 0
IF(N.E<?.3) THEN
DO 40 1=1,4
A( I .4 ) = 0 . 0
A' 4 . I )=0.0
40 CONTINUE
END IF


















C THIS NEXT PART CALCULATES THE INVERSE FOR THE 3 POWER MATRIX
IF(N.EQ.3) THEN
DET = C ( H S -K
'











'DETERMINANT IS 0.0. MATRIX HAS NO INVERSE'
GOTO 200
END IF
A(l , 1 )=(H*S-R0)/DET
A( 1 ,2)=(D'S-R'E)/DET'(-1.0)
A( 1 , 3)=(D'0-HE)/DET
A(2, 1 )=(G'S-Q*0)/DET'(-1 .0)
A(2,2)=(C*S-Q'E)/DET
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A(2,3) = (C0 G'E) DETM-1.0)
A( 3 , 1 )-(G'R-Q*H) DET









IF(DET . EG- 0 . 0 ) GOTO 50
DO 100 1=1.4
DO 100 J=l .4
















































POW= - 1 .0
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rH yi CS cs
yi yy y^ y^





CO Tf vn vn NO
P~ t~- CO CO CO OO c~- P- NC VO in
OO CO oo co oo CO OO
OO co OO CO CO oo oo oo CC oo oo
CO OO oo CO oo CO OO OO
oo CO oo OO oo CO oo CC oo CO
w>: m
CO
CO CS yM ON CO
p~- NO vn Tf es yi oN cc NO
-j3
OO oo CO oo co oo





cs es cs cs es es cs CS es CS es es es
es es CS
ChO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO














>H On oo NO vn co es ON P- m Tf cs rH ON CO NO vn
Tf
("l<
P- p~ P- p- P-- p- P~ NO NO NO NO NO NO vn vn vn vn
rsen NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO





Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf vo vo vn vn in vn vn vn
vn vn
o






yi vn ON CO P~ yi Tf CO yH in OO es m oo
yy Tf P~ ON
co es es co CO Ti Tf Tf vn m vn NO NO NO
p~ P~
ffi
CS CS cs cs es es es es es cs es es cs CS CS
es CS es
*





es rt oo NO vo co y^ oo NO Tf co
y^ ON oo NO Tf
Tf Tf Tf CO CO co CO co co cs es CS
cs es T"1






p~ co p~ vo co rH yi cs Tf NO
On cs NO
oo NO Tf y^ ON
P- VO co yH ON t> vo CO On co
p- p^ P~- c- NO NO NO NO NO vn m in vo vn Tf Tf Tf
Tf
z
w cs NO vo n es OO vo co y^ On On
On ,_,
w ON p- Tf cs On
p- Tf es ON
p- vo CO rH CO NO Tf '"I
Cr yy yi ,_J rH On ON On ON On OO CO CO
CO CO




CO NO y^ NO CO NO OO
y^ On CO NO
in p- ON rH cs Tf vo
P~ oo On CS CO Tf Tf
d rJ CO Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf in VO vn vo VO in vn
E W p- p- p- p~ P~ p~ P~ p- P~ p- P- p-

































































































OO oo OO oo OO co































































































PO OO CO OO OO CO OO OO oo OO
























































































ON ON OO co OO oo OO oo On On y^ es CS
So







NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
es CS es es CS CS cs es es cs es es es CS
r<J








in P~ es vo P~ CS m P-- CO vn co y^ vn CO
X
On On ON ON y^ rH yy yt CS es cs
cs es CS CS es CS CS co CO co co CO co CO CO co co co





CO rH co P~ NO in in Tf Tf co co co CS es cs cs es
^
m vo vo vn vn vo in vn m vn m vo vo vn vo vo in vn
z
< Tf On vn NO co p- vo co yi On oo oo p^ p- p~ p~
> On P- NO vn co es yH co p~ NO vn Tf CO cs






CS Tf P~- CO c~ rH NO rH NO cs OO vn cs ON p~ vo Tf
c~ m Tf cs On P- NO Tf CO yi On P- NO vn Tf






w Tf cs ON P~ Tf cs yt yi rH cs CO in P~
fcj
P~- CO co ON rH es CO Tf vn NO P-- oo ON cs CO
p in vn in vn NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO p- p- p- p-




p~ p- CO Ti vo Tf On es CO yi P- rH Tf NO co
CS ON vn yi p~ es p~ CS NO yl vn ON CS NO ON cs NO On
tf
rH CS cs CO co Tf Tf VO m vn NO NO NO p- P- p-
O
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO ND NO NO
Q Tf
P~ yl On OO m CO CO OO p- ON vn NO y^ cs in CS
w
OO ON yl CS Tf p~ On cs vo OO cs NO yi NO cs oo vo CO
PS CO CO ON On ON On On rH y^ CS CS CO CO Tf vo
rr
z
oo NO Tf co co CO Tf vn NO CO CO p- rH vo vn
p- CO CS Tf NO CO cs Tf NO ON y^ co NO co rH CO
Tf Tf m vn vn VO VO NO NO NO NO NO t~- p- P~ p- CO oo
Ch
ft^
w,r^ NO in Tf Tf co cs y^ y^ ON On OO oo P~ p~ p- NOWCr
PO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO VO in vo vn m vn vn vn
CO oo CO CO oo co OO OO oo OO oo oo oo oo CO oo CO CO
w>:
rJ<
y^ On co P~ NO vo vo m vn in vn NO P~ p- oo On rH
CO es cs es CS cs es cs cs es cs CS cs cs CS CS co co
<r,
So
CS es es es es es CS cs cs cs cs CS es es es CS es cs





in o o CNl
p- CO 05 a>






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tf in vo in in vo NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CQ


















































































w CO VO cs CO vn yH p- CO On Tf ON vo vn
>_]
vn vn NO P- t> OO CO On On yt yt es cs CS CO
P On On On On ON On On On On On On




CS OO Tf On Tf oo cs vn co es Tf VO NO NO
Tf vo P- CO y^ co Tf vo P^ OO ON yl CS CO Tf vo
5 cs cs cs cs co CO CO CO CO CO co CO Tf Tf Tf TfPS
o
p- p- p~ p- p~ P- p- p~ p- p- p~ p~ p P~ p- p- p- p~
p
w
p- oo p~ Tf co CO cs oo yt ON Tf NO vn CO p-
cs co Tf Tf Tf Tf CO CO rH OO NO Tf rH On in
PS NO
p- oo On yi es CO Tf vn NO p~ P~ OO On
co co CO CO Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf vn vn vn
yy
z
CO oo co On in CS CO vn CO OO vn CO rH On oo NO
Tf OO yi vn On es NO Tf p~ yl vn ON CS NO Tf
Tf Tf Tf vn vo vn NO NO r-- P- p~ CO OO OO On





vo NO p~ co ON y^ cs Tf vn NO p~ On rH cs
Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf vn VO NO vn vn vo vo vn NO NO NO NO NO
CO CO oo OO OO oo oo oo oo oo OO CO oo oo OO oo CO CO
w>- y^ CS CO Tf vn vn NO P-- p- OO oo ON ON ON
rJ<
vn vo vo vn vn vn vn vo vn in vo vo vn vn NO NO NO NO

















On ON ON CO p~ p~ NO vo Tf Tf cs yH co P- vn Tf co
p~ p^ P~ p~ p~ p~ p~ P~ P- t- p~ P- p- NO NO NO NO NO
So NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO
cs es CS CS es es cs CS CS es cs CS es es es es es CS
us
u vn vn vo vn vn vn vn vo Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf co
<
_J
Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf
CQ
w
H es Tf p~ On es Tf NO co yl co es yt On P^ vn es
KH es es cs es CO CO CO co Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf CO co co CO CO
3? Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf
*
CO co CO co oo CO oo oo co oo OO oo oo CO OO CO co O0
w
D NO NO NC NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
w





p~ vo Tf cs rH ON ON OO CO oo CO CO oo oo ON On
co CO co co CO CO co es CS es cs cs es cs cs cs CS CS
z





co co CO co CO co co CO CO CO CO co CO CO CO CO CO CO
rr
3
u ON CO co cs NO yl vn On co P- Tf p- CO NO On cs
w CO Tf Tf vn vn NC NO NO p- P- oo oo CO On On On On
p _J tH
p w CO CO CO CO oo OO CO OO oo CO oo CO oo CO CO OO CO OO
>-
tu
o NO vn Tf CO cs rH oo NO vo CO yt On P- vo CS oo
z NO P~ co On yi CS cs co Tf vn NO NO
P~ CO On
< Tf Tf Tf Tf vo vn vo vn vn vo vn in vn vo vn vn NO NO
PS P- P- P-





P- es m vn Tf vn oo CO oo vn yi NO On
rH co
cs ON vo rH
p- CO CO CO co CO CO co
p~ yH NO Tf p-
es CS CO Tf Tf vn vo NO NO
p- p~ CO oo ON On




p~ NO vn co es yt On p- vo CO rH OO NO
CO es NO CO
p~ rH vo On co P- Tf CO CS ND On CO
cs es es CO CO co Tf Tf vn VO vn NO NO NO
p-
Ph co co





ON rH es cs co Tf Tf vn vo NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO
P- c~ p~ p~ p- P~ P~ p- p- P- p- p- P- p-
PO CO CO co co oo co oo CO oo OO co
oo oo oo co co oo oo
w>;
ChO
On On ON oo p- NO vo Tf co CS
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
vn vo vn vo vn vn vo in vn in
CS
NO
cs CS cs es cs cs es cs es cs es cs es CS es
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO












rH OO P~ NO vn Tf CO co es yi yi On ON CO
NO vn vn vo vn vn vn vo vn vn vn in vo vo Tf Tf Tf
so
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
es es es CS es CS CS CS CS es CS es CS CS CS CS es es
rr
u co co CO co co co es es CS es
< *-.
Si
' Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf TI Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf
W
H oo NO Tf CO Tf P- On CS vo ON CS NO y^ vn On Tf ON CO
HH es CS CS cs es CS CS CO CO CO Tf Tf vn vn vn NO NO
p^
!> Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf
^ oo oo oo oo OO oo OO oo oo CO co oo oo oo oo oo OO oo
w
rJ
NO p^ p~ p- p- p~ oo OO CO ON yH cs CO Tf NO P~
rJ
CQ VO vo vn vn vo vn in vn vn in vn vn vn vn vn vn vn vo
z
< rH cs co Tf NO oo cs Tf p- On cs vn oo yi vn On







CO Tf NO p- On y^ CO vn CO y^ Tf P~ Tf oo CS NO
rH rH yi rH CS es CS CO CO CO Tf Tf vn
co CO CO CO co co co CO CO CO CO co co CO CO CO CO CO
o
W
w vn oo rH Tf oo cs NO TI CO cs NO Tf p- yy Tf p-
H
yt rH y^ cs CS CO CO CO Tf Tf vn vn vo NO NO NO
P W
><







NO Tf cs On oo p~ NO vo in Tf CO CO cs rH ON OO
yi cs co Tf Tf vn NO P~ oo ON y^ cs co Tf vn VO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO p-
P~ p- p- p~ p- p- P~
P- P- p- P- P- p~ p- P- p- p- p~ P- p~ p- p~ p- p- P-
p
w
vn vn co rH CO vn VO vo CO y^ CO Tf On co
r- es
rH vn CO rH VO oo yi Tf
p- CO vn oo CO m oo
PS rH yi y^ es CS cs CO CO co Tf CO Tf -Tf vn vn vo vn NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
co P- Tf y^ OO Tf yi
p~ co CO Tf oo CO P- CO NO
r,
p~ rH Tf CO CS vn On CO NO CO
P~ Tf P- rH Tf P-
z p- OO co CO On ON ON rH y^ rH es cs CS co co CO
Ph
co CO co CO CO co CO Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf f Tf
*
w< NO p~ p~ c~ P- OO oo CO ON yl es co Tf vo
P- On rH
WPS P~ p~ p~ r-
f- p^ p- P-- P~ CO co CO oo OO oo OO CO ON
PO oo oo OO OO OO ao oo OO OO CO CO co oo OO CO oo CO CO
U>H
rH ON On On On On On ON On ON
rH rH y^
->:S
vn vn m Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf
Tf Tf Tf in vo vn vn vn vn
^ es cs CS CS CS es es CS es es CS es cs cs es cs es
PhO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO












CO oo CO oo OO OO oo ON On yi es cs co Tf vn NO
P-
Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf CS vo vn vn vn vn vn vn in in
So NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
CS CS CS es CS CS es CS CS es CS CS cs es CS es CS CS
rr
u yy rH rH es es es es es CS cs CO CO CO CO CO co co co
< o
03
Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf
W
H oo CS
P~ rH vn ON es vn P~ cs Tf NO CO yl es co
X
P- oo co On ON ON rH rH rH rH y^ es es es es
Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf vn vo in vn in vo vn VO vn vn vn vn
rr
oo oo co oo oo oo oo co co co oo co oo CO oo oo oo oo
w
rJ
ON es Tf p- ON rH co vn CO rH vo On Tf On vo y^ oo
_l
yi cs CS es cs es CO co co co Tf Tf Tf vn vn NO c- p-
CQ vn vn vn vn NO vn in vn vo in VO vo vn vn vn vn vn vo
z
<"
es NO vn On Tf On rf On Tf NO cs CO Tf y^ oo vo
>-







Tf ON Tf On Tf NO cs CO VO CS On NO Tf es oo P~
vn vo NO NO c~ OO OO On On rH rH CS CO Tf vn vn NO








CO NO On cs vo oo CS vn On CS V ) On cs NO ON es VO
p- p~ p- P~ oo oo oo On On On rH rH y^ cs CS
p es es es CS CS CS es es







p~ NO vn Tf Tf co co CO Tf Tf vn m vo NO NO NO NO vo
p~ co On yi cs CO Tf vn NO p- CO On yH es CO Tf
p~ p- P~ oo CO oo CO oo oo OO oo CO CO ON ON On ON ON




Tf Tf vn vn Tf co cs oo NO CO NO es CO co OO es
es Tf NO oo p- cs Tf NO
p- ON rH CO Tf NO p- On cs
NO NO NO NO NO
p- p- P~ p- P~ CO CO CO OO oo CO ON On
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
z
On CS CO Tf Tf Tf Tf co ^
p- vn yi P- co OO rH
Tf p~ CO NO On CS vo CO
rH co NO ON rH Tf NO ON
Tf Tf VO in vo vn NO NO NO
P^ p~ P- P- CO CO OO co
Ph Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf
<=->:
w< CO NO On cs vn ON CO CO co oo Tf NO CS ON NO CO
rH
WPS ON ON On
y^ y^ cs es co Tf Tf vo vn NO p- co
PO CO CO OO ON On On On ON On On On On ON On On ON On On
w>: es CS CO CO Tf vn NO
P- oo On yt CO Tf vn NO CO
-"_*>
vn vn vn vn vn vn vn vn vo vn
m NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
^ es cs es es cs es cs es cs CS cs CS CS es CS es es
PhO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO











oo ON yt CS co Tf vo NO NO p- CO CO oo On ON On On







































u es es cs CS CS
<
CQ
Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf
W
H Tf in NO NO p~ co On es Tf NO OO yi co vn co es
X
es cs es es es cs es co CO co CO co Tf Tf Tf Tf vn vn
r-
vn vn vo in vn vo vn vo vo vn vn in vn vn vo vn vn vn





NO vn vn p~ ON Tf p- NO c- vn cs cs Tf On NO NO
OO On rH es Tf NO p- On rH Tf NO ON cs vn CO CS NO
vn vn NO NO NO NO NO NO NO P- P- P- p- oo CO CO ON ON
z
<f es On
P^ vn CO cs On CO co OO CO co On On ,_, CS
>-
p- P- OO ON y^ CS CS CO Tf vo NO p- co On ^ cs co
u
H rH rH rH es CS cs es cs CS es CS cs es es CO CO CO
z
w NO vn vn Tf Tf vo in NO p- On cs vo p- On cs vn CO
w
P- CO ON rH es CO Tf vn NO oo On yy CS Tf vn NO
PS
O
Tf Tf Tf vn VO vo vn vn vn in vo vo NO NO NO NO NO NO
s




es CO CO CO Tf Tf Tf vn vn VO vo NO NO NO NO p- p- P-
p es cs cs cs CS cs cs cs cs cs cs CS cs cs CS cs es es




CO cs y^ On oo NO Tf CO rH On p~ vn CO y^ On NO
vn NO p- CO ON On yi cs co Tf Tf vn NO p~ CO CO On
y\
On ON ON On On On
o
p- P- p~ P- P~ P~ CO CO CO CO oo OO oo oo CO CO oo CO
p NO co NO ON es Tf NO CO On yt cs CO Tf vn NO NO p-
w
PS
CO vn NO P- CO rH CS CO Tf NO p- oo ON rH cs CO
On On On On ON y^ ^ rH rH
NO NO NO NO NO r- P- p-
p~ P- P- p- p~ P- P- p- P- P-
y.
vn OO CS Tf VO NO NO NO NO vn vn co rl ON p~ Tf rH
CO NO oo cs Tf NO CO cs Tf NO CO ON rH CO vn
z On On ON ON CS cs cs
Ph




On p- in Tf co co cs es es CO Tf vo NO
p- On rH CO vn
co ON y^ es co Tf vn NO
p~ oo ON rH CS Tf vo NO
PO On ON
w>-
yi CO Tf vo NO
p- OO co ON ON rH yi y^
J<1 NO
p- P- p- P- p~ P~ p~ p- p- P- P- CO oo OO CO CO OO
<cr, CS es es es es cs es cs es cs cs CS es es es CS es CS
PhO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
I rC o o









On oo OO p^ r> NO VO vo Tf CO cs rH ON CO NO vo
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO vo vo in vn
So NO ND NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO




Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf
PQ
W
H Tf vn P~ ON rH CO Tf NO p~ ON yi co Tf NO p- CO
X
r-
vn vo in VO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO p^ P~ p~ p~ p~ p~ p~
vn vn vn in vo vn VO VO vn vn vn vn VO vo vn vn vn vo
oo ao oo oo oo oo CO oo oo CO co oo oo oo CO CO co CO
w
w
rH oo On es oo p- ON Tf cs CO ON oo Tf On cs
rH vn NO rH P- co p- Tf rH On oo NO vn CO CO cs
CQ










CO in NO OO ON rH cs Tf vn NO P~ OO oo On On On On CO
Tf vn NO P- CO yH es co Tf VO NO p- CO On y^ es
co CO co co CO Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf vo vo vn
z
w yi vn On cs NO CO p~ rH Tf p- CO NO CO cs CO
w CO On es CO in NO p- On yl CO Tf vn NO CO On
PS
o






m CO NO On cs vo CO co NO On rH Tf NO On rH co NO
3 CO CO CO CO ON ON On yH y^ y^ rH cs cs cs
P es es es es cs es CS CO co co co co co co co CO CO CO
h CO oo OO CO CO oo CO oo CO CO CO oo oo CO CO CO co oo
w
o
z CO y^ oo vn co On vo cs CO Tf NO oo
p- cs p- cs NO








CO ON rH cs CO CO CO CO CO cs rH On
p- vo CO
Tf vn p~ OO On yt cs CO Tf vn NO
p- p- co ON rH
cs es es cs cs es CS cs cs cs es CO CO
p- t> p- p~ P-
p- P~ P- p- p~ p- p- c~- p- p- p- p~ p~
y<
z
oo Tf in vn On co ND On yi co Tf vo NO NO vo vo
NO oo yi CO Tf vn
p- CO On yt cs CO Tf vn NO p~ oo
cs cs co CO co co CO
CO CO CO Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf
Ch vn vo vn vn
vo vn vn vn vn vn vo in vo vn vo vn vn vn
Ch>2
w <C p~ CO vn CO CS vn CO
y^ vn CO es NO On CO p- rH vo
WW
P- ON yi cs Tf vn NO CO On es co Tf NO
p~ On
PO rH rH es es cs CS cs CS cs CS CO CO CO CO co CO CO Tf
Wr"
CS es es cs cs cs cs cs CS es
rH rH rH O- CO
rj<;
OO CO OO OO CO OO OO oo
oo co CO OO oo CO CO CO p- p-
PhO
cs cs cs es cs cs cs cs cs cs es cs cs cs CS cs
NO oo NO NO NO NO NO













Tf co es ON p~- NO Tf CO rH OO oo vn Tf cs yi On
vn in vn vn Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf CO CO CO co CO co CS
So
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO





Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf
CQ
W
H y^ es CO Tf vn NO p~ oo On On yi y^ yH cs cs CO
X
CO co CO oo OO oo oo oo co OO OO On On On ON ON ON ON
vo vn vo vn vn vn vo vo vn VO VO vn vo vo in vo vn vn




p- cs rH CO co NO p- oo co NO CO On CO NO oo
On co
CQ
CO Tf vn NO p- OO On yi cs co Tf vo NO p- co CO On




p- NO Tf cs On p- CO NO cs p~ cs p~ 1 1 vo On cs VO
co Tf vn NO NO p- OO On On rH yt cs cs CS CO CO
vn vn vo vo vn vo vo VO VO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
z
w Tf in vn Tf CO cs p- vo rH oo Tf vo Tf On cs
w
yi es co Tf vo NO p- p- OO ON On yi yi cs cs es CO
PS ON On On On On On On On ON ON On





M CO CS vn p- On yi CS Tf in NO p- On rH yi yi
r-3
cs co CO co co CO Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf vo vo in vn vn
P CO co co co co CO CO CO co CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO





yH vo On CO NO On CS vo CO CO vo p- On yi CO Tf NO
y* rH yt cs cs CS CO CO CO Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf vn in vo in
rt CS CS CS cs cs CS cs CS cs cs cs cs cs cs cs cs cs CS
o




p- Tf NO yt p- cs
p- rH NO Tf OO CO p- Tf CO
cs co CO Tf Tf VO vo NO NO p^
p~ p~ CO CO On ON ON
co co CO co CO co CO CO CO co CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO
p- p- p- p- p- p- p~ p- p- p- p- p~ r- p~ p~ p- p- p-
yy
z
co es oo NO co NO cs oo co oo cs NO CO NO On
On yt y^ cs CO Tf Tf vo vn NO NO
p- p- CO CO oo CO
Tf vn vn vn vo vn in vn vo vn vo vn vn vn vn vn vn vo





On CO p~ es
p- y^ NO vn Tf On CO p- yi vo Tf
yi co Tf NO
p- ON cs CO vn NO p- ON CS CO vn NO
Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf Tf vn vo vn vn VO vo vo NO ND NO NO NO
W>"
NO vn Tf CO CS
rH On CO p- ND vn VO Tf CO CS
J^
P~ p~ P~ p~ p-
p- P- P- p~ NO ND NO NO NO NO NO NO ND
p-O
CS cs CS CS cs CS cs CS CS cs cs cs CS CS es CS
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO





























yi y^ yi yi
rJ
CQ






















































































































































































Program to determine 1 nm data from 10 nm data.
146
THIS PROGRAM WILL READ THE lOnm STANDARD R TILE DATA FROM
STANDARD.DAT AND DO A CUBIC REGRESSION OF THIS DATA (IN THE
FORM bx Z + dx*3 ). THIS IS DONE FOR EVERY 4
DATA POINTS AND THE EQUATION IS SOLVED FOR BETWEEN THE TWO
MIDDLE DATA POINTS. THIS IS CONTINUED THROUGH THE ENTIRE DATA









16 A (4, 4) ,B(4,1) ,0UT(4,1)
DIMENSION Mf 13) ,RSTAN( 370 : 750 ) ,N(370:750)















INPUT FIRST AND LAST REF VALUE FOR
STANDARD ', ISTAND










READ (11,30) (M(J) ,J=1.13)
FORMAT (5X, 13(14))

















































B(3 , 1 )=X2Y
B(4,l )=X3Y
CALL INVERT (A, 4)
CALL MULTIPLY (A, B, OUT, 4)
DO 100 1=11+10,11+20
N( I)=NINT( 100"(OUT( 1 ,1 )+0UT(2,l )REAL( I )
+




'3 ) ) )
100 CONTINUE
11=11+10
IF (I1.LT.730) GOTO 50
DO 150 1=380,740
READ (13,110) (M(J) ,J=1 ,13)
M( ISTAND)-N( I)
REWRITE (13,110) (M(J) , J=l ,13)















Program to edit standard 10 nm data.
149
DIMENSION K(13)
PRINT -.'THIS PROGRAM WILL EDIT A GIVEN REFLECTANCE STANDARD
'
THE REFLECTANCE VALUES WILL BE INPUTED IN lOnm
'
FROM 380nm TO 740nm. INPUT THE VALUES IN
INTEGER'





PRINT 'WHICH STANDARD DO YOU WANT TO
EDIT?'
WRITE (5,10)
10 F0RMAT(5X, '1=PALE GRAY'




























, / , 25X ,
'11=BLACK'
, / , 27X , '12=MID
GRAY'
/





IF ((ISTAND. GT. 13). OR. ( ISTAND. LT. 1)) GOTO 50















READ (10,20) (K( J) , J=l ,13)
20 FORMAT (5X, 13(14))





REWRITE(10,20) (K(J) , J=l ,13)
30 CONTINUE
CLOSE (10)











Program to determine the inflection point of a reflectance curve.
151
..........
SUBROUTINE INFLECT . FOR ...........
THIS SUBROUTINE WILL CALCULATE THE INFLECTION POINT






16 Z ,X1 ,X2,X3 ,X4,X5 ,X6 , Y , XY , X2Y , X3Y
REAL'
16 A(4,4),B(4,1) , OUT (4,1 ) ,XINF( 5 ) ,F
LOGICAL'
1 TIM(8) ,DAY(9)
DIMENSION STAND(7) , CORCOEF( 7 , 4 )






THE STARTING WAVELENGTH FOR EACH TILE AS DEFINED
IN FORMAT STATEMENT 15.
DATA ITILE/410 ,470 ,480, 510, 530, 580. 670
DATA (CORCOEF( 1 , J) , J = l .4)/-. 081 ,
DATA (C0RC0EF(2, J) , J=l ,4)/. 009 ,1
DATA (C0RC0EF(3 , J ) , J=l ,4)/ . 119,1
DATA (C0RC0EF(4, J) , J=l ,4)/ .092,1
DATA (C0RC0EF(5 ,J) , J=l ,4)/ . 148 ,1
DATA (C0RC0EF(6 , J ) , J = l , 4 ) / . 1 23 , 1
962024 ,. 001975 .. 001219 ' '
048616 , .01025 3 . - .001871/
153743 , .012989, -.005075/
359319, -.034667, -.009015/
















'HI CYANDATA (C0RC0EF(7, J) ,J=1,4)/-.081,1 .076386
DATA STAND/ 442. 759, 506. 475, 517 705, 538. 261 ,557. 290, 606. 374,704 .4









WRITEf 5 , 10)
FORMAT ( / / /
' '
,20X.
1 1 1 1 1 1 )
WRITE(5 ,15 )
F0RMAT(5X . 'WHICH TILE ARE YOU US ING?
'





1 /,12X.'2 = YELLOW ( 470-540 )',/, 12X 3 Low CYAN (480-5501'.
2 '4 = GREEN ( 5 10-580 )
'
, / , 12X ,
'
5 ORANGE ( 530-600 )',', 12X ,
3 '6 = RED (580-650) '.', 12X . '7 High CYAN < 670-740 )',', 12X .










IF(IN.EQ.2.0R. IN.EQ.5.0R. IN.EQ.6.0R. IN.EQ.8) THEN









C CA.CB.CC ARE THE CORRECTION COEFFICIENTS FOR LINEARITY
IF( IN. LT. 8) GOTO 22
C THIS STARTS THE MANUAL DATA (FOR IN 8)
PRINT'
, 'WHAT IS THE FIRST
WAVELENGTH?'
READ(5,') IBWAVE




















1 9A1 ,2X,8A1 , // . 10X, 'FOR lOnm ORIGINAL DATA
'
)
C REFLECTANCE DATA INPUT







C( I)=C(I) +CA+CB'C( I)
+CC'CfI)"2
50 CONTINUE
C END REFLECTANCE DATA INPUT
C START CALCULATION OF DR AT lOnm
WRITE(NN,90)








WRITE(NN,95) IBWAVE , C ( IBWAVE )
95 F0RMAT(4X,I4,7X.F8.4,5X, '.""')
DRMAX=0. 0
DO 150 IJK=IBWAVE+10, IBWAVE+MAX-10 ,
10
DR=ABS(C( IJK+10)-C(IJK-10))
WRITE(NN ,120) IJK , C( I JK ) , DR
I 20 FORMAT ( 4X , I 4 ,











170 FORMAT( // ,3X, 'DR




























Y =Y +C( I )
XY=XY+Z'Cf I )





















B( 1 , 1 )=Y
B( 2, 1 )=XY
B(3 ,1 )=X2Y
B( 4 . 1 )=X3Y
CALL INVERT (A, 4)
CALL MULTIPLY( A ,B , OUT ,4)
C XINF = THE INFLECTION POINT CALCULATED FROM THE DDRR OF THE
C EQUATION. FORMULA = -c/3d
IF(ABS(0UT(4,1 ) ) .LT. 10.
'
'-20) THEN
XINF( INK)=-0UT(3 , 1)
ELSE
XINF(INK)=-0UT(3,1 )/(3. 'OUT (4,1 ) )
ENDIF




1 +0UT(4,1 )'XINF( INK)"3
INK=INK+1
DO 250 1=11 , 11+10
F=REAL( I )










DO 400 IJK= IDRWAVE- 15
, IDRWAVE+15
DR=ABS(D( IJK+1 )-D( IJK-1 ))
WRITEtNN






IF( IDRWMAX.GT. IDRWAVE-20 . AND . IDRWMAX . LE . IDRWAVE-10) INKK=1
IF( IDRWMAX.GT . IDRWAVE-10 .AND.IDRWMAX. LE . IDRWAVE) INKK=2
IF( IDRWMAX.GT. IDRWAVE. AND. IDRWMAX . LE . IDRWAVE+10) INKK-3
IF( IDRWMAX.GT. IDRWAVE + 10 . AND . IDRWMAX . LE . IDRWAVE +20) INKK = 4
WRITE(5 ,600) XINF(INKK) ,XREF( INKK )
WRITE(NN ,600 1 XINF( INKK) ,XREF( INKK )






nm AND THE ',
1 'REFLECTANCE VALUE IS
'
,







IF( IN.NE. 8) THEN
DIFF=STAND( IN)-XINF( INKK)






"3'C0RC0EF( IN , 4 ) )
WRITE(5,650) XINF(INKK)
WRITE( 13 ,650) XINF(INKK)
650 FORMAT ( 5X , 'THE CORRECTED INFLECTION POINT IS
'
,
















IF(ANS .EQ. 1 . ) GOTO 12
WRITE(5 750)
750 F0RMAT(10X,






Subroutine to Program INFLECT.
156
> t x x > * t
SUBROUTINE LINER. FOR ..........










REAL'16 A(4,4) ,B(4,1 ) ,0UT(4, 1 )
TILE(l.J) DATA FOR THE YELLOW TILE
TILE (2, J) DATA FOR THE ORANGE TILE
TILE(3,J) DATA FOR THE RED TILE
. 07
, 8 . 58 ,26 . 99 , 62. 91
. 04
, 8 . 81 , 26 . 75 , 62 . 59 /
. 03 ,8 .45 ,26. 71 ,62. 50
DATA MID(1 ).(TILE(1,J),J=1,4)'510,4
DATA MID(2) . (TILE(2, J),J-1 ,4)/560,4
DATA MID(3) ,(TILE(3.J) , J=l ,4)/610 4
NUMB=4




PROGRAM SET UP TO DO A 4X4 MATRIX BUT IS DEFINED TO DO A 3X3




























'INPUT THE STANDARD VALUE, THEN THE ACTUAL VALUE.
WRITE(5,100) MIDDLE
FORMAT ( 5X , 'FOR THIS TILE THE WAVELENGTH OF INTEREST IS ',
13
,
'nm. ',/, 10X, 'POINT 1 BLACK TILE',/,10X,
'POINT 2 = DEEP GRAY TILE ',/, 10X POINT 3 MID GRAY
TILE'







DO 200 1=1 ,NUMB
WRITE(5,150) I
150 FORMAT (3X, 'FOR POINT ',12)
IF(IN.EQ.8) THEN








C Z=THE STANDARD VALUES
C C=THE ACTUAL VALUES
C D=THE DIFFERENCE Z-C
200
D=Z-C
Xl =-Xl + Z
X2. X2+Z" '2
X3 = X3 +Z' '3
X4 = X4+Z' '4
X5 =X5+Z '5
X6 = X6+Z' '6
















A( 3 1) =X2
A( 1 ,4) =X3
A(2 3) =X3
A(3 2) =X3










B(4, 1) = X3Y
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Program to accomplish the Matrix method.
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THIS PROGRAM INVESTIGATES DR.
with revisions as made by me.
IT CAN READ THE STANDARD TILES R VALUES AUTOMATICALLY OR
MANUALLY, THEN YOU MANUALLY INPUT THE TEST (ACTUAL) VALUES.





RSTAN STANDARD R VALUES
M(15) STANDARD TILE NUMBER





ERR0R(4,1) - ERROR MATRIX
RDIFF = RSTAN-RACT
XI n (number of readings)
XS = SUM RACT
X4 = SUM DDRR






YS = SUM RDIFF'R
Y4 = SUM RDIFF'DDRR
VARIABLES




IEWAVE - ENDING WAVELENGTH
NAME DATA FILE NAME
El ERROR COR TERM ERROR ( 1 1 )
E2 -
"
ERROR ( 2 1 )
E3 ERROR! 3 1 )




X7 = SUM R'DDRR
X9 = SUM DR'DDRR
1 )
Yl SUM RDIFF (difference of R)
Y3 = SUM RDIFF'DR
MAT = SIZE OF MATRIX
SUBROUTINE MATRIX
REAL'16 A(4,4) ,B(4,1 ) ,ERR0R(4,1 )
REAL'
8 X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8,X9.X10,Y1.Y2,Y3.Y4
DIMENSION RSTAN(370:750) , RACT ( 370 : 750 ), RDIFF ( 370 : 75 0 )
DIMENSION M(13) ,DR(370:750) , DDRRf 370 : 750 )




DATA RSTAN, RACT .RDIFF. DR .DDRR 1905'0.0
ANS=0.0




IF(ANS.EQ. 1 . ) THEN
















READ ( 5 ,
PRINT
'
'WHAT IS THE BEGINNING AND ENDING WAVELENGTHS IN
nm?
'




MINIMUM - 360 MAXIMUM 830
'




IF(( IBWAVE. LT. 360 ) .OR. ( IEWAVE. GT. 830 ) .OR. ( IEWAVE. LE IBWAVE)) GOTO 30
PRINT '.'WHAT IS THE WAVELENGTH
INTERVAL?'


















IF( AGAIN. EQ. 1 . ) GOTO 150
40 PRINT
*




IF(STAN.EQ. 2 ) GOTO 90
THIS FART READS A STANDARD TILES DATA







PRINT ', 'WHICH STANDARD TILE DO YOU
WANT?'
WRITE (5,50)
















, / , 11X,
'4=RED'

















, / ,21X , '9=DEEP BLUE . 23X .
3
' 10-WHITE'


















IF( ( ISTAND. GT. 13) .OR. ( ISTAND. LT. 1 ) ) GOTO 40
DO 70 1=380,740
READ (11,60) (M(IJ) , IJ-1 ,13)
60 F0RMAT(5X, 13( 14) )
RSTAN( I )=0 . 01 'REAL(M( ISTAND) )
70 CONTINUE











PRINT', 'NOW I WILL ASK FOR THE STANDARD REFLECTANCE
VALUES.'



















, 'FINALLY, I WILL ASK FOR THE ACTUAL REFLECTANCE VALUES
'
PRINT', 'FOR 100% ENTER 100, FOR 50% ENTER 50 0 ECT
'
PRINT',' WAVELENGTH'












THIS PART DOES ALL THE CALCULATIONS FOR THE MATRIX METHOD "'
C
C THIS SETS DR( IBWAVE) AND DDRR( IBWAVE) DR AND DDRR ( IBWAVE+ IDELTA )















WRITEf 10 ,200 ) NAME. DAY .TIM, MAT .MAT
WRITE( 10 . 170 )














. 8X . 'DRr I )
'
, 1SX , 'DDRR( I )
'
)
DO 180 I = IBWAVE. IEWAVE . IDELTA
IF( I EO- IBWAVE) THEN
DR( I )=RACT( I +2 'IDELTA) -RACK I)
DDRR( I )=RACT( 1 +
2'
IDELTA ) +RACT ( I ) -2 . 0 'RACT ( I -- IDELTA)
ELSEIF( I .EO. IEWAVE) THEN
DR( I )=RACT( I )-RACT(
1-2'
IDELTA)
DDRR( I )=RACT( I )+RACT( 1-2
'
IDELTA )-2 . 0 'RACT( I - IDELTA )
ELSE
DR( I )=RACT( 1+ IDELTA ) -RACT( I-IDELTA)
DDRR( I )=RACT( I + IDELTA )+RACT( I- IDELTA )-2 . 0 'RACT( I )
ENDIF












X6 =X6-*DR( I )'RACT( I )
X7=X7+RACT( I )'DDRR( I )
X8 =X8-^DR( I
) '2
X9=X94DR( I ) 'DDRR( I )
X10-X10+DDRR( I )"2
RDIFF( I )=REAL(NINT(RDIFF( I )'1000. ))/1000.0
Y1=Y1+RDIFF( I)
Y2 =Y2+RDIFF( I ) 'RACK I )
Y3=Y3+RDIFF( I ) 'DR( I )
Y4=Y4+RDIFF( I)'DDRR(I)
WRITE ( 10,175) I , RSTAN ( I ) , RACK I) , RDIFF( I ) , XI ,DR( I ) ,DDRR( I )
175 F0RMAT(5X, 14 , 2X , 2( 3X , F8 . 4 ) , 3X , F8 . 4 , 6X , F3 . 0 , 2( 3X , El 4 . 7 ) )
180 CONTINUE





















B( 3 1) -Y3
B(4 1 ) =Y4
NOW THE PROGRAM CALLS THE SUBROUTINES TO INVERT AND
MULTIPLY
CALL INVERT (A,MAT)
CALL MULTIPLY ( A , B , ERROR , MAT )
E1=ERR0R(1 , 1 )
E2=ERR0R(2, 1 )






NOW FOR DATA OUTPUT AND CORRECTION CALCULATION .>.
C
C
WRITE (5,200) NAME, DAY, TIM, MAT , MAT




, 3X . 9A1 , 3X , 8A1 ,












WRITE( 10 ,250 ) E1.E2.E3.E4
250 F0RMAT( // ,5X , 'El
'




, E14 . 7 . / , 5X ,
'
E3
1 E14.7, / ,5X. 'E4 ',14.7,//)
275 F0RMAT(5X,4(E14.7,2X ) )
WRITE(10 ,300 )
300 FORMAT(lHl)













Program to correct to even (multiples of 10 nm) wavelengths.
169
******************* EVENIZE. FOR *****************************
* THIS PROGRAM WILL CORRECT THE REFLECTANCE DATA CALCULATED*
* FROM NONLIN.FOR AND SELECT. FOR TO EVEN (MULTIPLES OF 10) *
* WAVELENGTHS. IT DOES THIS BY A CUBIC REGRESSION EQUATION*
* OF THE DATA ( IN THE FORM a + bX + cX**2 + dX**3 ) . *
* THIS IS DONE FOR EVERY 4 DATA POINTS AND THE EQUATION IS *
* SOLVED FOR BETWEEN THE TWO MIDDLE DATA POINTS. THIS IS *
* CONTINUED THROUGH THE ENTIRE DATA SET UNTIL ALL R VALUES *
* AT EVERY EVEN WAVELENGTH FROM 400 TO 700 HAS BEEN *
* DETERMINED . *
***************************************************************
* PROGRAM BY *
* KELVIN H PETERSEN *
* 30 SEP 1986 *
***************************************************************
REAL*16 Z,X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,Y,XY,X2Y>X3Y
REAL*16 A(4,4) ,B(4,1) , 0UT(4, 1) , C(4)
DIMENSION RSTAN(390:710) ,REF(390 : 710) ,WAVE(390 : 710)
5 PRINT* INPUT THE FOUR WAVELENGTH CORRECTION
COEFFICIENTS.'
PRINT*, '(If for a constant wavelength error, enter
the'
PRINT*,'




10 PRINT* INPUT THE CORRECTED % REF. (FROM PROGRAM CORRECT . FOR)
'






































X2Y=X2Y+Z**2*RSTAN ( I )






















CALL INVERT (A, 4)






















200 FORMAT (5X, 'FOR THE CORRECTED DATA WITH WAVELENGTH' /
1
,5X, 'CORRECTION COEFFICIENTS OF: '





2 'b = ',E15.7,/,10X,'c = ',E15.7,/,10X,'d= '
,E15 . 7 ',/'/, 5X,
'
3 'THE REFLECTANCE VALUES CORRECTED TO EVEN WAVELENGTHS ARE''


















READ (5 *) ANS






Program to accomplish the Selection method.
173
***************** ^ROUTINE SELECT. FOR AAA**********************
* THIS PROGRAM WILL CALCULATE SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC ERRORS BY *
* DR. ROBERTSONS SELECTION METHOD. IT DETERMINES THREE ERRORS: *
* <l) MEAN PHOTOMETRIC SCALE ERROR *
* (2) MEAN WAVELENGTH ERROR *





KELVIN H PETERSEN *
*
.24 JUL 1987 *
*************************************AikAAAAAAAAAAAAjl!AAAAjllA)lcAAAAA)ltAAAAAAAA
SUBROUTINE SELECT
LUMENS ION M< 13). RSTAN (14,370: 750)
L0GICAL*1 TIM<8> ,DAY<9)
OPEN ( 1 2.
FILE='
STANDI. DAT '.STATUS=' OLD ')





C READING IN THE STANDARD DATA
WRITE(5.5<
5 F0RMAT(////////,15X, '***** SELECTION METHOD ***** -,//////// )









20 WRITE (5. 25)





,/,5X, 'AVERAGE OF CORRECTION VALUES .'./. 5* .
2 'IT FIRST CALCULATES THE -- AVERAGE WAVELENGTH ERROR --. ,.-,5X.
3 'THEN THE -- AVERAGE PHOTOMETRIC SCALE 8 ZERO ERRORS . './. 5a .
4 AFTER DETERMINING THE AVERAGE WAVELENGTH ERROR. THIS'./.
5 5X. 'VALUE IS APPLIED TO THE STARTING AND ENDING WAVELENGTHS ./.





C STARTING THE CALCULATIONS




HlO F0RMAT(//,1X,'THIS STARTS THE WAVELENGTH ERROR CALCULATIONS.')


























:-i60 F0RMAI(/,5X,'THE AVERAGE WAVELENGIH ERROR IS ' ,F9. 4, 'nm.
'
>
C THIS COMPLETES THE WAVELENGTH ERROR CALCULATIONS
********** PHOTOMETRIC SCALE ERROR ***********
100 WRITE<5.103>
WR1TE(13,103)
103 F0RMAT(//.1X,'THIS STARTS THE PHOTOMETRIC SCALE ERROR CALC.')
105 PRINT*. 'WHAT ARE THE STARTING AND ENDING WAVELENGTH VALUES?'
READ(5,*) XL0W.XH1GH
C CORRECTING FOR WAVELENGTH ERROV
XLOW=XLOW+AWAVE
XHIGH=XHIGH+AWAVE
PRINT*. WHAT IS THE WAVELENGTH INTERVAL7'
REAIK5.*) XINTE*




IF'.ANS.EQ.l. ) GOTO 150
C THIS PORIION ASKS FOR THE IDEAL VALUE AND THEN THE MEASURED VALUE
WRITEU3.133)
133 F0RMAK//.5X, 'FOR YOUR STANDARD DATA',/)
WRITE(13,134>

























WRITE (13, 135) X,RMEAS,RSTANU4,I),RDIFF,JK,I0TAL
135 FORMAT < 2X , 4( F9 .4 , 5X) , I3.5X, F 10.4)
130 CONTINUE
GOTO 190
C THIS PORTION USES A STANDARD TILE, INPUT THE NUMBER OF THE TILE
150 PRINT*




PRINT*, 'ENTER THE ACTUAL REFLECIANCE
VALUE.'
PRINT*. 'WAVELENGTH STANDARD REF.
WRITE(13,153) J













AVRS =AVRS +RSTAN(J. I)










PHOTOMETRIC SCALE ERROR IS '.
1 F9 4 /.SX.'AT AN AVERAGE
MEASURED PHOTOMETRIC VALUE OF ',F9.4.
2 /^5X,'AND AN AVERAGE
STANDARD PHOTOMETRIC VALUE OF
',F9.4,//>

















;;jJ!.";:_!!'-MB AVERAGE PHOTOMETRIC ZERO ERROR IS '.F9.4)
176












Program to accomplish the Non-linear method.
178
* X * 1 1 : ........
SUBROUTINE BNONLIN . FOR t ........... ,
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES BETTER REFLECTANCE VALUES FOR A
SAMPLE. THE SPECTROPHOTOMETER IS CHARACTERIZED THROUGH THE
USE OF DIAGNOSTIC REF. TILES.
THE PROGRAM CAN ONLY CORRECT DATA BETWEEN 380 TO 740nm .
PROGRAM FIRST CORRECTS FOR WAVELENGTH ERROR (TO THE NEAREST
INTEGER WAVELENGTH). THEN CORRECTS FOR LINEARITY ( TO THE
NEAREST 0.01%).
PROGRAM USES A 3rd POWER EQUATION TO FIND THE CORRECT VALUES.










IDELTAX = WAVELENGTH INTERVAL 10
IPT = NUMBER OF CALIBRATED WAVELENGTHS
PINT(15) STANDARD WAVELENGTH VALUES
WAVE(15) EXPERIMENTAL WAVELENGTH VALUES
Z = VARIOUS SUMATION VALUES
A(4.4) INPUT ARRAY TO INVERT
B(4.1) ARRAY TO MULTIPLY
C0RWAVE(4,1) a-d VALUES FOR WAVELENGTH CORRECTION
C0RREF(370:750 .4) a-d VALUES FOR REF CORRECTION
STAND(6) CHARACTER-STANDARD REF TILE NAMES
AREF( 6 ,370:750) EXPERIMENTAL REF TILE VALUES
STANREFf 6 .370:750) = STANDARD
DIFF(8) DIFFERENCE BETWEEN STANDARD AND MEASURED (WAVELENGTH)
RDIFF( 6 ,370 :750) = REF DIFFERENCE
PER(9) PERCENT DATA FOR PRINT OUT TABLE
PERCENT(9) CALCULATED PERCENT AT EACH WAVELENGTH FROM PER( 9 )




16 XI ,XS,X3,X4,X56 . Y , XY , X3Y , X3Y , Z
REAL'
16 A(4,4) ,B(4,1 ) ,0UT(4 ,1 ) ,C0RWAVE(4, 1 ) , CORREF( 370 : 750 , 4 )
REAL'
4 AREF(6 ,370:750) , STANREF( 6 , 370 : 750 ) ,RDIFF( 6 , 370 : 750 )
REAL '4 PINT(15) ,DIFF( 15) ,PER( 9) ,PERCENT(9) ,WAVE( 15)
DIMENSION K(13)
DATA AREF,STANREF/457S'0.0/
DATA (PER(I) , 1 = 1 ,9) /5 .0,10. ,20. ,30. ,50.
.70. ,80. ,90. , 95 . /
DATA RDIFF/SS86'0.0/




















STAND( 6)= 'LIGHT TRAP
'
WRITE(5 ,10)













, 'HOW MANY WAVELENGTH CORRECTIONS DO YOU HAVE?
'
PRINT"





PRINT' INPUT THE STANDARD AND THEN THE MEASURED
WAVELENGTH'
PRINT'
, 'FOR EACH POINT.
'
WRITE (IS, 30)
30 FORMAT ( 11X , 'WAVELENGTH VALUES
'







1 3X , 'Dif f erance
'
, / )
DO 50 1=1 . IPT
WRITE(5,40) I
40 FORMAT ( / , 6X , 'WAVELENGTH CORRECTION NUMBER
'
, IS , / ,
1 5X (Standard first, then Measured.)')
READ(5,) PINT( I ) ,WAVE(I)
DIFF(I)=PINT( I)-WAVE(I)
AVEWDIF=AVEWDIF+DIFF( I )
WRITE (IS, 45) PINT(I) ,WAVE( I ) ,DIFF( I)
45 FORMAT ( 3X . F8 . 4 , 5X , F8 . 4 , 6X , F8 . 4 )
50 CONTINUE
AVEWDIF=AVEWDIF REAL( IPT)
C THIS PART DOES SUMMATION FOR 4x4 AND 4x1 ARRAYS:
WAVELENGTH



















THIS PART SETS UP THE ARRAYS
A( 1 ,1 )=REAL( IPT )
A( 1 ,3 )=X1
A(2,l )=X1
























CALLS SUBROUTINES TO INVERT A AND THEN MULTIPY RESULT BY B
CALL INVERT (A, 4)
CALL MULTIPLY ( A , B , CORWAVE , 4 )










'NOW YOU NEED TO INPUT THE MEASURED
REFLECTANCE'




'I WILL ASK FOR EACH STANDARD REF. VALUE AT
EACH'
'WAVELENGTH. INPUT THE REF. VALUES ON A SCALE
OF'
'0.0 TO 100.0 (i.e. 15%
15.00).'
C STARTING DO LOOP FOR STANDARD TILE VALUES
C FIRST PART INITIALIZES ARRAYS TO 0.0 AND DETERMINES WHICH














DO 110 J=l ,4





B( J, 1 )=0.0
115 CONTINUE
C NOW ASKING FOR THE MEASURED STANDARD REF VALUES
WRITE(5,130) STAND(I)
180 FORMAT (IX, 'FOR THE
'.All,'





























14,7 FORMAT ( 5X, 'OLD VALUE =
'
, F8 . 4 , . 5X ,
'





READ(5 , ) ANS
IF(ANS .EQ. 1 ) GOTO 145
END IF
C THIS PART READS IN THE STANDARD R VALUES
DO 160 J-380,740
READ(10,150) (K(N) ,N=1 ,13)
150 F0RMAT(5X, 13( 14 ) )




WRITE( 18 .805 ) ( STAND( I ) , 1 = 1 ,6)








DO 307 J=IXL0W, IXHIGH, IDELTAX
JK=J+NINT( C0RWAVE(1 , 1 ) +
J'






WRITE ( 13 ,206 ) J , ( STANREF( I , JK ) ,AREF( I , J) , 1 = 1 ,6 )
306 FORMATf 8X, 13 ,4X , 13(3X,F6.3))
807 CONTINUE





310 F0RMAT( //, 16X ,
'Wavelength'
,45X , '% Ref 1 ectance
'






































DO 300 J-IXLOW, IXHIGH , IDELTAX








SETTING SUMMATIONS TO 0 . 0
X1=0 0
X2 =0 .0
X3 = 0 .0






X3Y = 0. 0
C DOING SUMMATIONS
DO SSO 1=1,6
RDIFFf I , JK)=STANREF( I , JK)-AREF( I , J)
IF( I .EQ.6) GOTO 330
C MATRIX IS SETUP USING ONLY TILES 1-5,
TILE 6 IS USED ONLY
C STRAY LIGHT DETERMINATION.










Y=Y+RDIFF( I , JK)
XY=XY+Z'RDIFF( I , JK )
X3Y=X3Y+Z'
-3'RDIFF( I , JK)
X3Y=X3Y+Z"
-3"RDIFF( I , JK )
330 CONTINUE
AVESTRA=AVESTRA+RDIFF( 6 , JK )




























C CALL SUBROUTINES TO INVERT AND MULTIPLY
CALL INVERT (A, 4)
CALL MULTIPLY ( A , B , OUT , 4 )
C STORE
'OUT'
VALUES FOR LATER CALCULATIONS
CORREF( J , 1 ) =OUT( 1,1)
CORREF( J,2)=0UT(3,1 )
CORREF( J,3)=0UT(3 , 1 )
CORREF( J ,4 ) =0UT(4, 1 )
DO 350 1 = 1 ,9
PERCENT(I) =PER(I)+0UT(1 ,1 )+0UT(2, 1 )-PER( I ) 4
1
OUT(3, 1 )'PER( I
)'




WRITE(13,400) J, JK, IFFER , ( PERCENT (N ) ,N1 .9 )




AVESTRA=AVESTRA/(REAL( ( IXHIGH- IXLOW )/ IDELTAX - 1 ) )
AVERDIF=AVERDIF/(REAL( ( IXHIGH- IXLOW )/ IDELTAX4 1 )'5 .0)










WRITE (13,550) IXLOW, IXHIGH, IDELTAX, MET, (CORWAVE( I , 1 ) , 1=1 ,4)
5 50 FORMAT ( 5X , 3 ( I3,3X),I1 ,/,5X,4(E14.7,3X))
WRITE (IS, 500) AVEWDIF.AVERDIF.AVESTRA, ( CORWAVE( I , 1 ) , 1 = 1 ,4)
500 FORMAT(/// , 10X, 'AVERAGE WAVELENGTH ERROR
'
, F8 . 4 , / / , 10X ,









,E14.7, / , 10X, 'b
'





,E14 .7, /// ,40X, 'REFLECTANCE CORRECTION COEFFICIENTS',/)
DO 600 J=IXLOW, 500 , IDELTAX
WRITE (13,650) J, J+100, J4300, (C0RREF( J, I) , CORREF( J4 100 , I ) ,
1 C0RREF(J+300, I ) , 1=1 ,4)
650 F0RMAT(7X,3( 'WAVELENGTH =
'
, 14 , 1 IX ) , / , 10X , 3(
'
a '.E14.7,
1 11X) , / ,10X,3( 'b
'
,E14.7,11X) , / ,10X,3( 'c
'




WRITE(13,675) (C0RREF( J. I) . CORREF( J+100 , I ) ,
1 CORREF(J+200, I) , 1=1 ,4)





, 'THATS ALL FOLKS







Program to use the values determined by MATRIX, SELECT, and
2NONLIN for spectrophotometric data correction.
185
..,.........,....<>...
SUBROUTINE CORRECT . FOR
... t .......... .
THIS PROGRAM FOR APPLYING THE CORRECTION VALUES TO EXPERIMENTAL







DIMENSION RACT(370:750) ,RCORR( 370 : 75 0 ) , CORREF( 370 : 750 ,4)








5 FORMAT ( ////////, 15X,













IF(METHOD. EQ.2) GOTO 300
IF(METHOD. EQ. 3) GOTO 300












C THIS FOR ONLY IF YOU GOOF UP
50
PRINT* 'YOUR WAVELENGTH START. STOP. OR INTERVAL OR
THE
METHOD'












C START NONLINEAR METHOD
OF CORRECTION
100 WRITEC5 110)
110 F0RMAT(5X 'FOR THE








READ( 13 , 130 ) IXLOW , IXHIGH ,
IDELTAX , MET , AW , BW ,
CW ,DW
130 FORMAT( 5X , 3( 13 , 3X ) , I 1 , / . 5X , 4(
E14 . 7 , 3X ) )
C THIS PART CHECKS TO
MAKE SURE THE INPUT
WAVELENGTH'S RANGE AND





IF( IXLOW. NE. IXL) GOTO 50
IF( IXHIGH. NE. IXH) GOTO 50
IF( IDELTAX. NE. IDELTA I GOTO 50
IF(MET.EQ.S) GOTO 50
C PASSED CHECKS
DO 140 J=IXLOW, 500 , IDELTAX
READ(13,130) (C0RREF(J, I ) , C0RREF( J4 100 , I ) ,
1 C0RREF(J4300, I) , 1=1 ,4)
130 F0RMAT(4(5X,3(E14.7,3X) , / ))
140 CONTINUE
CL0SE(13)
135 DO 150 J=IXL, IXH, IDELTA
X-REALC J )






RCORR( J)=RACT( J)4C0RREF( J,1)4RACT( J)'CORREF( J,3 )4
1 C0RREF(J,3)'RACT(
J)'




WRITE( 13, 155 ) CFILE
155 FORMAT ( 15X FOR THE NONLINEAR METHOD ',/, 5X FILE ',A1S,//)
WRITEdS, 160 )













DO 180 J=IXL, IXL4HI , IDELTA
K-J4HI
WRITE( 13,170) J,CWAVE( J) ,RACT( J) ,RCORR( J) ,K,
1 CWAVE( J4HI ) ,RACT( J4HI ) ,RCORR( J4HI )
170 FORMAT (3(6X , 13 , 9X , F6 . 3 , 6X , F8 . 4 , 6X , F8 . 4 , 6X ) )
180 CONTINUE
WRITE( 13 , 190)
190 FORMATf 1H1 )
C 101 END OF NONLINEAR CORRECTIONS
PRINT-










C START OF THE MATRIX METHOD OF CORRECTIONS
300 WRITE(5,310)
WRITE(13,310)
210 FORMAT ( 15X, 'MATRIX METHOD OF CORRECTION',//)

























315 FORMAT; 5X, 'El =
'
,





E14 . 7 , / , 5X .
'
E3 = '.E14.7,/,
1 5X, 'E4 =
'
,E14.7, // )
IF(ANS.EQ. 1 . ) THEN
PRINT*
,
























































IF(ANS .EQ.1 . ) GOTO 240
END IF
250
INPUT REF .', 5X CORR . REF './)
XINTER=REAL( IDELTA )
251 DO 860 J=IXL, IXH,
IDELTA
IF( J.EQ. IXL) THEN
DR( J ) =RACT ( J+2
* IDELTA ) -RACT ( J )
DRR(J)-RACT(J42'IDELTA)4RACT(J)-2.*RACT(J4IDELTA)
ELSEIF( J.EQ. IXH) THEN _. .^
















RCORRf J )=RACT( J)4E1+E3'RACT( J)+E3*DR( J )+E4'DDRR( J)
WRITE( 13.255 ) J , RACT( J ) , RCORR( J )
855 FORMAT( 8X , 13 , 10X , F8 . 4 , 6X , F8 . 4 )
260 CONTINUE
C END OF THE MATRIX METHOD
WRITE( 12,190)
PRINT*





IF(ANS.EQ. 1 . ) GOTO 320
PRINT*





IF(ANS.EQ. 1 . ) GOTO 211
RETURN
C START OF THE SELECTION METHOD OF CORRECTIONS
300 WRITE(5,310i
310 F0RMAK15X, 'SELECTION METHOD OF CORRECTION' // 5X














STANDARD - PHOTOMETRIC SCALE VALUE?'
REAIK5,*) AVRS
CCNST=AVRS/(AVRM-ZERROR)
UQ PRINT*, 'ENTER THE REFLECTANCE AT THE INDICATED WAVELENGTH.'
PRINT*
PRINT*,' WAVELENGTH'






WRITE (12,340) WERROR , ZERROR, AVRM , AVRS
340 F0RMATU5X. 'FOR THE SELECTION METHOD ',/, 5X WAVELENGTH ERROR
1 F8. 4, /,5X, 'PHOTOMETRIC ZERO ERROR = '.F8.4,/,5X,
2 'MEASURED SCALE VALUE = '.F8.4./.5X.




DO 350 J=IXL.IXL+HI, IXDELTA
K=J+HI
WRITE (12, 170) J,CWAVE(J) ,RACT(J) ,RCORR(J) ,K,
1 CWAVE(J+HI) , RACT( J+HI) fRCORR(J+HI>
350 CONTINUE
WRITE<12.190 >
C END OF SELECTION METHOD









Program to use the values determined by 2NONLIN for plotting
wavelength and reflectance displacement.
191
......................
ROUT INE PLOTNON FOR
..................






C0RWAVE(4,1) a-d VALUES FOR WAVELENGTH CORRECTION
C0RREF(370:750,4 ) a-d VALUES FOR REF CORRECTION
iJtxxxxxxxxxxtxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxjxxxx
REAL'






5 FORMAT( ////////, 15X,
'*'" * PLOTNON SUBROUTINE ""*',/////)
10
PRINT'






















C THIS FOR ONLY IF YOU GOOF UP
50 PRINT*, 'YOUR WAVELENGTH START, STOP.
OR INTERVAL OR THE
METHOD'













100 READ(13.1S0) IXLOW , IXHIGH .
IDELTAX , MET ,( CORWAVE( I ), 1=1 , 4 )
180 F0RMAT(5X,3(I3,SX) , 1 1 ,
/ , 5X , 4( E14 . 7 , SX ) )
C THIS PART CHECKS TO
MAKE SURE INPUT WAVELENGTH'S
RANGE AND
C INTERVAL EQUAL THE
CORRECTION FILE'S WAVELENGTH RANGE
AND
C INTERVAL.
IF( IXLOW. NE. IXL) GOTO 50
IF( IXHIGH. NE. IXH) GOTO
50





DO 140 J= IXLOW, 500 , IDELTAX
READ(13,130) (,CORREF(J, I) , C0RREF( J 4 100 , I ) .
1 CORREF(J4300 , I) , 1=1 ,4)




PRINT*, 'Do you want a plot of WAVELENGTH
DISPLACEMENT?'
READ(5,450) ANSWER




) CALL WAVEPL (CORWAVE.ZZ)
PRINT'
PRINT'












PRINT', 'What wavelength range? (ie 400 to
700)'
READ(5,') ILOW.IHIGH









C START OF SUBROUTINE WAVEPL
C PLOTS THE WAVELENGTH DISPLACEMENT FROM 380 TO 740 nm
<-






CALL AREA3D (IS. 0,8.0)
CALL PHYSOR (0.5,0.5)
CALL NOCHEK
CALL HEADIN ('WAVELENGTH DISPLACEMENTS ', 100 , 1 . 85 , 1 )
CALL YNAME ('DISPLACEMENT (nm)$'.100)
CALL XNAME ('MEASURED WAVELENGTH (nm)$',100)
CALL YTICKS (5)












Y( J I )=C0R(1 )4lC0R(3)4l' *2*C0R(3)4l- -3*C0R(4)








C START OF SUBROUTINE REFPL
C PLOTS DISPLACEMENT OF REF VALUES AT A SET WAVELENGTH
C OVER THE RANGE OF 0.0 TO 100.0 % REFLECTANCE
SUBROUTINE REFPL ( COR , INTERVAL , IL . IH , ZZ )
REAL'






IF( ZZ.EQ. 2 . 0) CALL PNTRNX





CALL HEADIN ('REFLECTANCE DISPLACEMENTS '. 100 . 1 . 35 . 1 )
CALL XNAME ('MEASURED REFLECTANCE: PERCENTAGES ', 1 00 )
CALL YNAME ('DISPLACEMENT (%)$', 100)
CALL MESSAG ('MEASURED WAVELENGTH $'.100,4.3.8.5'
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Program to use programs INFLECT, LINER, 2NONLIN, MATRIX, SE
LECT, and CORRECT as subroutines.
200
,,,.,,,...........'*>>" START . FOR
.........."**
THIS PROGRAM IS FOR STARTING THE
CORRECTION CALCULATIONS FOR
A SPECTROPHOTOMETER.
LINK START, INFLECT, NONLIN , MATRIX, SELECT,








' > I X Z
I ) s
F0RMAT(/////////,3SX.











3 = USE PREVIOUS CORRECTION
VALUES'
/25X
'3 = INFLECTION POINT









READ (5 , ) MENU





^ EUN THE PLOTTING PROGRAM,
EXIT THIS
PROGRAM'






















METHOD. EQ.2) CALL MATRIX
IF(MENU. EQ.
LAND. METHOD. EQ . 3) CALL
SELECT
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